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P R E F A C E 
The present thesis is devoted to nonlinear variational 
inequalities modelling important physical phenomenon. By now 
there exist a vast literature on the theory of linear varia-
tional inequalities and their application^ to different areas. 
However, numerical solution of variational inequalities in 
terms of nonlinear operators is still an explored field. fhe 
results obtained in this thesis are extension of the results 
contained in the following research papers: [11],[12], [21 ], 
[24], [29], [45],[54] and 159]. To be more precise^ Chapter I 
is devoted to basic definitions and notations which are essen-
tial for presentation of the subsequent chapters. Chapter II 
deals with strongly nonlinear variational inequalities where an 
important existence theorem has been proved. Besides this the 
chapter contains complementarity theorem related to strongly 
nonlinear variational inequality in the setting of semi-inner 
product spaces. Chapter III deals with variational-like inequa-
lities with friction, while in Chavter tv vector variational-
like inequalities have been investigated. The study of genera-
lized complementarity problems has been carried out in Chapter V. 
In this chapter algor'ithms have been developed to obtain the 
approximate solutions of generalized complementarity problems 
and we have succeeded in demonstrating that the approximate solu-
tion converges to the exact solution. The notion of sensitivity 
which plays vital role in applications of paramount importance, 
has been studied for generalized variational inequalities . 
Most of the results of this thesis have been presented in 
the Annual Conferences of Indian Mathematical Society, Symposia 
and Seminars sponsored by the University Grants Commission, Govt, 
of India. Papers based on the researches contained in this thesis 
have been communicated for publication in reputed journals. 
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CHAPTER I 
P R E L I M I N A R I E S 
1.1. INTRODUCTION 
Variational inequalities are mathematical models, in terms 
of operators of different physical phenomina. This topic has 
been originated from the study of Signorini problem by Fichera 
[21] and Stampacchia [41] , separately. This has developed very 
rapidly as some well known mathematicians of the present decade 
like J.L. Lions, H. Brezis, L. Nirenberg, G. Stampacchia, J.P. 
Aubin, U. Mosco, L. Tartar, A. Bensoussan, A. Friedmann, have 
been actively involved in its study [see, 2,5,9,15,23,24,27,33, 
34, 65]. Engineers like J.T. Oden and P.D. Panagiotopoulus /33,61] 
have also made valuable contributions to this area. The variety 
of problems to which variational inequality techniques may be 
applied is impressive and amply representative for the richness 
of the field. Some of these developments have made mutually 
enriching contacts with other areas of mathematical and enginee-
ring sciences including elasticity, transportation and economics, 
equilibrium theory, nonlinear programming and operations research, 
This theory was developed simultaneously not only to study the 
fundamental facts about the qualitative behaviour of solutions 
of nonlinear problems, but also to solve them more efficiently 
: 2 : 
numerically. In fact, this theory provides us a sound basis 
for computing the approximate solution of many moving and free 
boundary value problems in a unified framework. 
Equally important is the area of mathematical programming 
known as the complementarity theory, which was introduced and 
studied by Lemke [38] in 1964. Cottle and Dantzig [10] defined 
the complementarity problem and called it the fundamental prob-
lem. The complementarity problem (which is very important prob-
lem with applications in optimization, Game Theory, Mechanics, 
Engineering etc) is in ffict a variational inequality but on a 
convex cone. 
In different sections of this chapter, we discuss various 
notions which are essential for presentation of results in the 
subsequent chapters. Most of these notions and results are 
available in detail in Aubin and Ekeland [1], Baiocchi and 
Capelo [5], Kinderlehrar and Stampacchia [34], Siddiqi [65], 
Ky Fan [22], Noor [46/50], T.C. Lin [39], Bardaro and Ceppitelli 
[6], Horvath [28], Chang and Huang [11], Chen [12]. 
1.2. TOOLS OF FUNCTIONAL ANALYSIS 
In this section, we present some basic definitions and 
results which will be used in subsequent chapters. 
Let H be a Hilbert space with its dual H*, whose inner 
product and norm are denoted by (.,.) and ||.|| respectively. 
Let K C H be a closed convex set and let the pairing between 
H* and H be denoted by <.,.>. 
DEFINITION 1.2.1: (i) A mapping A:H -^ H* is called monotone, 
if 
<A(u)-A(v) ,u-v> >_ 0, for all u,v e H. 
The monotone mapping A is called strictly monotone if 
<A(u)-A(v) ,u-v> = 0, implies that u=v 
(ii) A is called anti-monotone^ if 
<A(u)-A{v) ,u-v> _< 0, for all u,v e H. 
(iii) The mapping A is said to be strongly monotone^ if there 
exists a constant a > 0 such that 
" 2 
^(u)-A(v) ,u-v> _> a| |u-v| I , for all u,v e H. 
(iv) A is called Lipsahitz continuousj if there exists a 
constant 6 > 0 such that 
1 |AU-AVI I _< B| |U-V| I , for all u,y e H. 
(v) The mapping A is called hemicontinuous, if for every 
u,v z H, the mapping t -> <A(u+tv)> is continuous at O"^ . 
: 4 
Now we give some definitions and results which are availa-
ble in Kinderlehrar and Stampacchia [34], Siddiqi [65] or in 
related literature. 
THEOREM 1.2.If65]: Let K be a closed convex subset of a 
Hilbert space H. Then for each z e H, there is a unique u e K 
such that 
I|z-ulI = inf I|z-v|I (1.2.1) 
veK 
DEFINITION 1.2.2: The point u satisfying (1.2.1) is called 
the projection of z on K, and we write 
u = P^Cz) • 
LEMMA 1.2.1[34]: Let K be a closed convex subset of a Hilbert 
space H. Then u is the projection of z on K, that is, 
u = Pr,(z) if and only if 
(u, v-u) >^  (z, v-u) , for all V e K . 
LEMMA 1.2.2[34]: The projection P„ is non-expansive, that is 
I |Pj^ u-Pj^ v| I _< I |u-v| I , for all u,v e H. 
DEFINITION 1.2.3: The bilinear form a(.,.):H x H -> R, is said 
to be 
(i) bounded or continuous^ if there exists a constant M > 0 
such that 
|a(u,v)I ^ M||u|I I|v|I, for all u,v e H. 
(ii) Coercive or H-elliptio^ if there exists a constant a.> 0 
such that 
2 
a{u,u) _> a| |ul I , for all u e H. 
THEOREM 1.2.2[65]: {Riesz representation theorem). If f is a 
bounded linear functional on a Hilbert space H, there exists a 
unique vector v e H such that 
f (u) = <u,v>, for all u e H and ] |f j | = | lv| | . 
LEMMA 1.2.3[65]i (Lax-Milgram Lemma). If a (., .) :H x H -> R is 
a coercive and bounded bilinear form on a Hilbert space H, then 
there exists a unique element u e H such that a(u,v) = f(v)/ 
for all V e H and f E H*. 
Let E be a Hausdorff topological vector space and let K 
be an arbitrary nonempty subset of E. We denote by Conv(A), 
the convex hull of A e 2 . Then, we have the following defini-
tion. 
DEFINITION 1.2.4: A multivalued mapping F:E -»- 2^ is called 
the KKM-mappingj if, for every finite subset {uwU-z-'./U } of E, 
n 
Conv{u^,u,,...,u }c: U F(u.) 
" i=l 1 
In 1961, Fan [22] gave an extension of the classical 
Knaster-Kuratowski-Mazurkiewicz theorem [35] to an arbitrary 
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Hausdorff topological vector space. We present here a theorem 
known as Fan's Lemma, which is a generalized form of KKM-theorem 
for infinite dimensional spaces. We use this theorem for the 
proof of Theorem 2.2.1, Theorem 3.2.1, Theorem 3.2.2, Theorem 
4.2.1 and Theorem 4.3.2. 
THEOREM 1.2.3[70]: Let K be an arbitrary nonempty subset of a 
Hausdorff topological vector space E. Let F:K -> 2 be a KKM-
map. If all the sets F(u) are closed in E, and if one is 
compact, then (] F(u) ¥" <t> > 
ueK 
As a consequence of Theorem 1.2.3, Ky Fan 122] has proved 
the following theorem, which we will use for the proof of Theorem 
3.3.1 and Theorem 4.3.1. 
THEOREM 1.2.4 [22]: Let K be a nonempty compact convex set in 
a Hausdorff topological vector space E. Let A be a subset of 
K X K having the following properties. 
1 . For every u e K, (u,u) e A; 
2 . For each fixed u e K, the set A = {v e K/(u,v) e A} is 
closed in K; 
3 . Fpr each fixed v e K, the set A = {u e K/(u,v) ^ A} is 
convex. 
Then there exists a point v e K such that 
o 
K X {v } d A. 
o 
: 7 
By using Theorem 1.2.3, a generalization of Theorem 1.2.4 
is given by T ,C Lin [39] , which we present here. 
THEOREM 1.2.5[39]: Let K be a nonempty convex subset of a 
Hausdorff topological vector space E. Let D c: K x K be a 
subset such that 
(i) For each u e K, tlje set {v e K/{u,v) e D} is closed in K; 
(ii) For each v e K, the set {u e K/(u,v) i D} is convex or 
empty; 
(iii) (u,u) E D, for each u e K; 
(iv) K has a nonempty compact convex subset K such that 
I O 
the set B =•{v e K/(u,v) e D, for all u e K } is compact. 
Then there exists a point v e B such that 
o 
K X {VQ}CI D. 
A slight generalization of Theorem 1 of Tan [70] is given 
by T .C Lin [39], which will be used for the proof of Theorem 2.3.2. 
THEOREM 1.2.6[39]: , Let K be a nonempty convex set in a Haus-
dorff topological vector space E. Let f and g be two real-
valued functions on K x K having the following properties: 
(i) g(u,v) < f(u,v), for all (u,v) e K x K 
: 8 : 
(ii) For each fixed u e K, g(u,v) is a lower-seinicontinuous 
function of v on K; 
(iii) For each fixed v e K, the set {u e K/f(u,v) > 0} is 
convex or empty; 
(iv) K has a nonempty compact convex subset K such that 
the set B = {v e K/g(u,v) _< 0, for all u e K^} is 
compact. 
Then there exists a point v e B such that 
o 
g(u,v ) _< 0, for all u e K. 
Since 1972, there have been numerous generalizations of 
Ky Fan's minimax inequality by weakening the compactness assump-
tion or the convexity assumption in topological vector spaces, 
for example see [6]Si[3]. Horvath [28] obtained some minimax in-
equalities by replacing convexity with pseudo convexity or con-
tractibility in topological spaces but only in a compact setting, 
using Horvath's approach, Bardaro and Ceppitelli introduced the 
notions of 'H-space','weakly H-convex' and 'H-compact' to 
obtain some minimax inequalities in non-compact setting for 
mappings taking values in an ordered vector space. 
The following definitions are suggested by a recent gene-
ralization of the KKM theorem obtained by C. Horvath [28]. 
9 : 
DEFINITION 1.2.5: Let X be a topological space and {T^} be 
a given family of'nonempty contractible subsets of X, indexed 
by finite subsets of X. Then 
(i) A pair (X,{r-}) is said to be a H-spaae if A C B 
implies r^ C r^; 
(ii) A subset D CZ X is called H-oonvex if T O D holds for 
every finite subset A C D; 
(iii) A subset D c: X is called weakly H-oonvex if T, H D is 
nonempty and contractible for every finite subset A C D. 
This is equivalent to saying that the pair (D,{r O D}) 
is a H-space; 
(iv) A subset K C X is called H-oompaat if there exists a 
compact, weakly H-convex set D C X such that 
K U A C D for every finite subset A CI X. 
DEFINITION 1.2.6: A multifunction G:X -> 2^, is called H-KKM 
mapping if Tj^C U G (u) , for every finite subset A C X. 
ueA 
The following theorem is given by Bardaro and Ceppitelli 
[6]. 
THEOREM 1.2.7 [6]: Let (X,{r^}) be an H-space and F:X -> 2^, 
an H-KKM multifunction such that 
(i) For each u e X, F(u) is compactly closed, that is, 
B H F(U) is closed in B, for every compact set B C X; 
: 10 
( i i ) there are a corrpact se t L d X and an H-cDnpac± . s e t K c: X such t h a t 
for each weakly H-oonvex se t D with K <::: D <^ X, ve have 
n(F(u)nD)<::i L. 
ueD 
Then il/<^^ ^ * 
The following Lemma is a generalized form of Fan's Lemma 
(1.2.3) for H-space and we use for the proof of Theorem 2.4.2. 
LEMMA 1.2.4 [16]: Let (X,{r^}) be an H-space and G:X -> 2 
be such that 
(i) G is an H-KKM mapping. 
(ii) For some u e X, G(u ) is compact and for each u e X, 
G(u) is closed in X. Then 
0 G(u) 7^  <j). 
ueX 
DEFINITION 1.2.7: Let X be a real Banach space with its dual 
X*. 
(i) X is said to be smooth at u e r if and only if there 
is a unique hyperplane of support at u, that is, there 
is only one continuous linear functional f e X* with 
I |fI I = 1 and f(u) = 1, here we denote the boundary of 
the unit ball B = {u e X/ | | u | | _< 1 } of X by 
r = {u e X/||u|1 = 1}; 
(ii) X is called a smooth Banaoh space if it is smooth at 
every u e r. 
Note that the norm in X is smooth at u ^  x if and only 
11 : 
if it is Gateaux differentiable at u e X. X is said to be 
strongly smooth if and only if the norm in X is Frechet 
differentiable. 
(iii) X is called uniformly convex if for each e with 0 < E _< 2, 
there is a 6(e) > 0 such that u^v e B and ] |u-v| | > e 
imply that ||u+v|| _<2(l-6(e)). 
Note that every uniformly convex Banach space is reflexive. 
In 1961, Lumer [40] has introduced and studied the concept 
of Semi-inner product spaces. 
DEFINITION 1.2.8: Let E be a real vector space. E is said to 
be a semi-inner product space if there is a function [,]:ExE •> R 
such that the following properties are satisfied 
(i) [u+v,w] = [u,w] + [v,w] 
[Xu,w] = X[u,w], for u,v,w e E; A e R 
(ii) [u,u] > 0 , for u 7^  0 
2 (iii) I [u,v] I _< [u,u][v,v], for u,v e E. 
Note that a semi-inner product space is a normed linear 
space with the norm: ||u|| = [u,u] , and generally, in so many 
different ways, every normed linear space can be made into a 
semi-inner product space. Lumer [40] has shown that a smooth 
normed linear space can be made into a semi-inner product in a 
unique way. Note that [u,v] is not generally linear in v. 
12 : 
Also, Giles [25] has shown that if X is a uniformly 
convex smooth Banach space, then the semi-inner product has the 
following properties: 
(i) [u,Av] = A[u,vJ, for all u,v e X, A e R 
(ii) [u,v] = 0, if and only if v is orthogonal to u. 
(iii) (The Generalized Riesz-Fischer Representation Theorem). 
Given g e X*, thete is a unique v e X such that 
g{u) = [u,v], for all u e X. 
1.3. VARIATIONAL INEQUALITIES 
In this section, we present a brief introduction of various 
type of variational inequality problems. 
Many problems of elasticity and fluid mechanics can be 
expressed in terms of an unknown u, representing the displace-
ment of a mechanical system, satisfying 
a(u,v-u) >_ F(v-u), for all v e K, (1.3.1) 
where the set K of admissible displacements is a closed convex 
subset of a Hilbert space H, a(.,.) is a bilinear form and F 
is a bounded linear functional on H. The relations of the type 
(1.3.1) are called variational inequalities. 
If the bilinear form a(.,.) is continuous, then by Riesz-
representation Theorem 1.2.2, we have 
: 13 
a(u,v) = <Au,v>, for all u,v e H, (1.3.2) 
where A is a continuous linear operator on H. 
Then the inequality (1.3.1) is equivalent to find u e K 
such that 
<Au, v-Tl> >_ <F, v-u>, for all v e K. (1.3.3) 
If the operators A and F are nonlinear, then the 
variational inequality (1.3.3) is known as strongly nonlinear 
variational inequality^ introduced and studied by Noor [47]. 
If F = 0, then (1.3.3) is equivalent to find u e K 
such that 
<Au, v-u> _> 0, for all v e K. (1.3.4) 
The variational inequality of the type (1.3.4) was introduced 
and studied by Stampacchia and Fichera in 1964. Lions and 
Stampacchia [41] proved the existence of. unique solution of 
(1.3.4) using essentially the projection techniques. 
It is worth mentioning that the unilateral contact problems 
involving contact laws of monotone nature do not lead to the 
formulation of variational inequalities directly. However, it 
has been shown by Papagiotopoulus [61], using the notions of 
Clarke's generalized gradient and Rockafeller's upper subderivative. 
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that, the nonconvex unilateral contact problems can only be 
characterized by a class of strongly nonlinear variational in-
equalities (1.3.3). 
In the last two decades, variational inequalities have 
been generalized and extended in various directions. Variational 
'like inequality is one of its generalized form which is intro-
duced and studied by Parida, Sahoo and Kumar [62]. 
Let K be a closed convex set in R . Given two continuous 
maps F:K -> R and n:K x K -»• R , then the variational-like 
inequality problem is to find u e K such that 
<F(u) ,n (u,v) > >_ 0, for all v e K. (1.3.5) 
If n = v-u, then variational-like inequality (1.3.5) is equi-
valent to the variational inequality (1.3.4). 
Let X and Y be two real Banach spaces. Let K c X 
be a nonempty closed convex subset in X, T:K ->• L(X,Y), a 
mapping, where L(X,Y) is the space of all linear continuous 
operators fron X to Y. Let {c(u):u e K} be a family of closed 
pointed convex cone in Y with int C (u) 9^  (}) for every u e K, 
where int c(u) is the interior of the set C(u). Then the 
problem of finding u e K such that 
<T(u^),u-u^> g!'-int C(u ), for all u e K, (1.3.6) 
: 15 : 
is called vector variational inequality problem which is intro-
duced by Giannessi [26]. Inequality (1.3.6) is called vector 
Variational inequality. 
Chen [12], has proved the existence of solution of (1.3.6), 
which may be seen an extension of the Hartraan-Stainpacchia th^orem 
on the existence of solution for a variational inequality. 
1.4. COMPLEMENTARITY PROBLEMS 
It is fairly well known that there exists a relationship 
between a variational inequality and complementarity problem. 
The inter relation between the variational inequality and the 
complementarity problem is very useful and has been successfully 
applied to use the variational inequality technique to suggest 
and analyze constructive algorithms for complementarity problems 
by Ahn [4] and Noor [48]. Karamardian [36] showed that if the 
set involved in both the problems is a convex cone then both 
problems have the same solution set. 
In recent years various useful extensions of these two 
different problems have been introduced and studied by Noor [48], 
Bensoussan and Lions [7], Baiocchi and Capelo 15], Karamardian 
[36] , Pang [63], Isac [30] and the references therein. Comple-
mentarity problem plays an important and fundamental role in 
16 
general equilibrium theory of economics and transportation, 
management sciences and operation research. 
Let H be a Hilbert space, whose inner product and norm 
are denoted by (.,.) and ||.|| respectively. Let K be a 
closed convex cone in H and K* be the polar cone of K 
defined by 
K* = {u e H/(u,v) >_ 0, for all v E K} 
Let T:H -^ H* be a given continuous operator. Then the problem 
of finding u E K such that 
Tu £ K* and (u,T(u)) = 0 (1.4.1) 
such type of problems are known as linear and nonlinear comple-
mentarity problems depending upon vhether the operator T is 
linear or nonlinear, respectively. 
Using the technique of variational inequalities, Noor [46] 
extended the problem (1.4.1), known as strongly nonlinear comple-
mentarity problem, that is, let T,A:H- ->- H* be two given conti-
nuous non-linear operators,then find u E K such that 
(T(u)-A(u)) £ K* and (u,T (u)-A(u) ) = 0 (1.4.2) 
Chang and Huang [11], considered and studied a complemen-
tarity problem, known as generalized multivalued implicit 
complementarity problem, that is, given a subset D ci H and 
: 17 : 
f,g:D -»• H are single-valued mappings and T:D -*• 2 is a 
multivalued mapping. Then the problem of finding u e D, 
y e T(u) such that 
g(u) e K, f(u)+y e K*, (g(u) , f (u)+y) = 0 (1.4.3) 
CHAPTER II 
STRONGLY NONLINEAR VARIATIONAL INEQUALITIES 
2.1. INTRODUCTION 
In the last two decades, variational ineauality theory 
has been extended and generalized in various directions to study 
a wide class of problems arising in different branches of mathe-
matical, physical and engineering sciences. Toscano and Maceri 
68 and Miersemann [42] have shown that the problem of elastic 
beams under unilateral constraints can be formulated in the form 
of ineauality. 
<L' (u) ,v-u> >^  <F'(u),v-u>, for all v £ K (2.1.1) 
where L'(u)4F'(u) are Frechet differential of the nonlinear functions 
L and F, respectively, at u K, and K is a subset of a 
Hilbert space H. In 1982, Noor [47] has introduced and studied 
a more general variational ineauality^ which is called strongly 
nonlinear variational inequality^ of whit:h (2.1.1) is special 
case. 
To be more precise, let H be a Hilbert space with its 
dual H* and K be a closed convex subset of H. The pairing 
between f e H* and u e H is denoted by <.,.>. 
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PROBLEM 2.1.1: Find u e K such that 
<T(u),v-u> ^ <A(u) ,v-u>, for all v e K (2.1.2) 
where T and A are nonlinear operatois on K into H*. This 
problem is known as strongly nonlinear variational inequality 
problem (SNVIP). Noor [47] has proved the existence of a unique 
solution of Problem 2.1.2. 
In the recent past, theory of complementarity problem which 
is closely related to the variational inequality theory, has 
also been extended and generalized in many different directions 
(see [36], [17],[43],[50]). Related to the strongly nonlinear 
variational inequality (2.1.2), Noor [51] has introduced and 
studied a new class of complementarity problem which is known as 
mildly nonlinear complementarity problem. 
In this chapter, we prove some existence theorems for the 
Problem 2.1.1 in the setting of reflexive Banach spaces and 
topological vector spaces. We have also proved the existence 
of a solution of (2.1.1) by replacing convexity assumption with 
merely topological properties. In the last section of this 
chapter, we consider mildly nonlinear complementarity problem in 
the setting of semi-inner product space and prove the existence 
of a unique solution of such problem. 
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2.2. EXISTENCE THEORY IN REFLEXIVE BANACH SPACES 
Let X be a reflexive Banach space with its dual X* and 
K be a closed convex subset of X. We denote <.,.>, the conti-
nuous pairing between X* and X. 
LEMMA 2.2.1: Let T:K -> X* be monotone and hemicontinuous on 
K and A:K -> X* be antimonotone and hemicontinuous on K. Then 
the following two problems are equivalent for each convex sub-
set K of X: 
u e K, <r(u),v-u> >^  <A(u),v-u>, for all v e K (2.2.1) 
u e K, <r(v),v-u> >^  <A(v),v-u>, for all v e K (2.2.2) 
PROOF: Let u be the solution of (2.2.1). Then u e K, such 
that 
<T(u)-A(u) ,v-u> >_ 0, for all v e K (2.2.3) 
By monotonicity of T and antimonotonicity of A, we have 
<T(v)-T(u) ,v-u> >_ 0, for all v e K (2.2.4) 
and <A(u)-A(v) ,v-u> >^  0, for all v e K (2.2.5) 
By adding (2.2.4) and (2.2.5), we get 
<T (v) -A(v) ,v-u>-<T (u) -A(u) ,v-u>' >_ 0 
or <T(v)-A(v) ,v-u> >^  <T(u)-A(u) ,v-u> >_ 0, by (2.2.3) 
==> <T(v),v-u> > <A(v) ,v-u>, for all v e K 
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Conversely, suppose that (2.2.2) holds. For every v e K, 
0 < X < 1, by convexity of K, we have 
<r(Xv+(l-A)u)-A{Xv+(l-X)u) , Xv+(l-X)u-u> >^  0 (2.2.6) 
D i v i d i n g ( 2 . 2 . 6 ) by X, we have 
<T(u+X(v-u) ) , v - u > >^  <A(u+X (v-u) ) , v - u > , f o r a l l v e K (2.2.7) 
As X -»• 0 , we have by the hemicontinuity of T and A 
'. •<r(u),v-u> _> <A(u),v-u>, for all v e K 
THEOREM 2.2.1: Let X be a reflexive Banach space. Let K C. X 
be a nonempty closed convex bounded subset of X. T is monotone 
and hemicontinuous and A is antimonotone and hemicontinuous. 
Then there exists a u e K such that 
<T(u),v-u> _> <A(u),v-u>, for all v e K. (2.2.8) 
Moreover, if T is strictly monotone and A is strictly anti-
monotone then the solution is unique. 
PROOF: Let us define a multifunction Fi :K -^  2 as 
Fj^ (v) = {u e K:<r(u),v-u> >_ <A(u),v-u>}; v e K 
First of all we will prove that F^ is a KKM mapping on K. 
n 
Suppose that {u,,u„,...,u } d K, Ea.= 1, a. > 0, i - 1,2,...,n 
n n 
u = E a.u. t U FT (u.), then 
i=l ^ ^  i=l ^ ^ 
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<T(u)-A(u),u.-u>; < 0, for all i=l,2,...,n 
n 
Thus, <T(u)-A(.U) ,u> = E <T(u)-A(u) ,u. > 
i=l ^ 
n 
< Z <T(u).-A(u) ,u> 
i=l 
==> <T(u)-A(u) ,u> < <T(u)-A(u) ,u> 
n 
which is impossible, so we derived C {u ,...,u } CH U F, (u.), 
O . J . n • -iJ. X 
so that F is the KKM mapping on K. 
Let ^2^^^ = {u e K:<T(v),v-u> >^  <A{v) ,v-u>}; v e K 
we have F^(v) C. F_(v) for every v e K. Indeed, 
let u e F-(v), so that 
<T(u)-A(u) ,v-u> >_ 0, for all v e K, (2.2.9) 
By monotonicity of T and antimonottonicity of A, we have 
<T(v)-T„(u) ,v-u> >_ 0, for all v e K; (2.2.10) 
<A(v)-H(u) ,v-u>_< 0, for all v e K. (2.2.11) 
By adding (2.2.10) and (2.2.11), we have 
<r(v)-A(v) ,v-u> 2' <r(u)-A(u) ,v-u> >^  0 by (2.2.9) 
==> <T(v),v-u> ^ <A(v) ,v-u>, for all v e K 
==> u e F2 (v) 
F^(v) d F2(v) 
: 23 : 
which shows that F^  is also a KKM mapping on K. 
Then by Lemma 2.2.1 , we have 
n F (V) = n F (V) 
veK veK ^ 
since the pairing is continuous, therefore, for every v e K , 
F (v) is closed. 
We now equip X with the weak topology. Then K, as a 
closed bounded convex subset in the reflexive Banach space X, 
is weakly compact for every v e K . Since F (v)C K and also 
F2 (v) is closed, F„(v) is weakly compact. By Theorem 1.2.3; 
n F fv) = n F (v) ?^  (j) 
veK vcK 
Hence, there exists a u e K such that 
o 
<r(u^),v-u > >^  <A(u ),v-u >, for all v e K . 
1 
UNIQUENESS: Let u, and U2 be two solutions of the strongly 
nonlinear variational inequality (2.2.8) and u^  i^  ^ 2' ^® have 
^(uj),v-u^> >^  <A(u^) ,v-u^>, for all v e K (2.2.12) 
and 
<T(u2),v-U2> >. <A(u2),v-u >, for all v e K (2.2.13) 
Substituting v = U2 in (2.2.12) and v = u, in (2.2.13) and 
adding them, we get 
<T(U2)-T(u^) ,u^-U2> >. <A(u2)-A(u^) ,Uj^ -U2> > 0 
since A is strictly antimonotone . 
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==> <r(Uj^ )-T(u2) f ^ l"^2^ ^^ (2.2.14) 
But since T is strictly monotone, we have 
<r(u^)-T(u2) , ^ 1-^2^ ^ ° (2.2.15) 
From (2.2.14) and (2.2.15), we have 
<T(u^)-T(u2) , Ui-U2> = 0 
^1 = ^ 2-
REMARK 2.2.1: If A(u) = 0 , then Lemma 2.2.1, and Theorem 2.2.1 
reduce to Lemma 1.5 and Theorem 1.4 of Kinderlehrer and Stam-
pacchia [34J Chapter III . 
2.3. EXISTENCE THEORY IN TOPOLOGICAL VECTOR SPACES 
Let <E*,E> be the dual systfem of locally convex spaces. 
THEOREM 2.3.1: Let K CT E be a convex nonempty subset of a 
locally convex topological vector space E and, let T:K ->• E* 
and A:K -> E* be two nonlinear continuous mappings. 
Condition A : If K has a nonempty compact convex subset K 
such that the set B = {u e K: <r(u) ,v-u> >_ <A(u) ,v-u>, for all 
V e K } is compact'. Let <T(u),o> _> <A(u),o>. Then there 
exists a point u e B such that 
'^ o 
<T(UQ),V-U^> >_ <A(u^) ,v-u^>, for all v e K. (2.3.1) 
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PROOF: Let D={(u,v) e K x K/<T(u),v-u> >_ <A(u),v-u>}. 
Our theorem will be proved if we show that the assumptions (i)-
(iv) of the Theorem 1.2.5 are satisfied. 
It is clear that (u,u) e D for each u e K. Since T 
and A are continuous, the set 
D = {u e K/<T{u),v-u> >^  <A(u),v-u>} is closed in K 
for each v e K i.e. D^= {u e K/(u,v) e D}. 
Now, we show that the set 
B = {v e K/(u,v) ?! D} = {v e K/<T(u),v-u> < <A(u),v-u>} 
i s convex o r empty f o r e a c h u e K. 
Now, i f v ^ , v „ e B and a , 6 e R, such t h a t a+B = 1 , 
we have 
<T (u) , a v ^ - a u > < <A(u) , a v ^ - a u > ( 2 . 3 . 2 ) 
and <r(u) . ,Bv2-6u> < <A(u) , 6v2-Bu> ( 2 . 3 . 3 ) 
Adding (2.3.2) and (2.3.3), we have 
<T(u) , (aVj^ +BV2)-u> < <A(u) , (av^+Bv2)-u> (2.3.4) 
which implies that av-+3v_ e Bu, that is, Bu is convex. Now, 
from Theorem 1.2.5, there exists u e B such that K x {u ) CZ. T), 
o o 
which implies that u e K such that 
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<T (u ) ,v-u > > <A(u ) ,v^ > for all v e K. 
o o •" o o 
That is, (2.3.1) is proved. 
REMARK 2.3.1: (i) If A(u) = 0, then Theorem 2.3.1 reduces to 
Theorem 2 of Lin, .T.C. [39]. 
(ii) Condition A° of the Theorem 2.3.1 can be replaced by the 
following condition : 
Condition R: Let K be a nonempty compact convex subset of K, 
and Y be a nonempty compact subset of K. . If for every v e K\Y 
there is a point u e K such that 
o 
<T{u),v-u> < <A(u),v-u>. (2.3.5) 
From the above remark, we see that, under Condition R, our con-
clusion will be: 
There exists a point u e Y such that 
o 
<T(u ),v-u > ^  <A(u ) ,v-u >, for all v e K. 
Let E be a Hausdorff topological vector space with its dual E* 
and let K C E be a nonempty convex subset. 
THEOREM 2.3.2: Let T,A:K -^ E* be two nonlinear mappings. If 
there exists a real-valued function hr'K >< K ^  R such that 
(i) <T(v)-A{v) ,v-u> _< h(u,v) for every (u,v) e K x K. 
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(ii) The mapping v ->- <T (v)-A(v) ,v-u> is lower semicontinuous 
for every u e K; 
(iii) The set {u e K:h(u,v) > 0} is convex for every v e K, 
(iv) h(u,u) :_< 0, for all u e K; 
(v) K has a nonempty compact convex subset K such that 
the set 
B = {v e K/<T(v)-A(v) ,v-u> _< 0, for all u e K } 
is compact. 
Then there exists a point u_ e B such that 
'^  o 
<r (u ) ,u-u > _> <A(u ) ,u-u >, for all u e K. (2.3.6) 
PROOF: Proof follows directly from Theorem 1.2.6, if we choose 
g(u,v) = <T(v)-A(v) ,v-u> 
and f{u,v) = h(u,v). 
REMARK:2.3.2: Condition (v) of the Theorem 2.3.2 can be replaced 
by the following condition: 
(vi) Let K be a nonempty compact convex subset of K and 
D be a nonempty compact subset of K. 
If for every y e K\D, there is a point u e D such that 
<T (u )/U-u > > <A(u ) ,u-u >, for all u e K. 
o o — o o 
COROLLARY 2.3.1: Let T, A and h be same as in Theorem 2.3.2 
and Condition (i) to (iv) are satisfied and 
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(v) ' There exists a nonempty compact convex subset D CI K 
such that for every v e K\D, there exists a point u e D 
with <T(v),v-u> > <A(v),v-u>, 
Then there exists a point u e D such that 
o 
<T(u ) ,u-u > >_ <A(u ),u-u >, for all u c K 
PROOF: Proof follows directly from Theorem 2.3.2, if we take 
K = D in Remark 2.3.2 (vi) . 
o 
2.4. EXISTENCE THEORY WITHOUT CONVEXITY 
Let (X, {r,}) bean H-Banach space and X* be its topo-
logical dual and let <,,.>, be denoted a continuous pairing 
between X* and X. 
THEOREM 2.4.1: Let (X,{r }) be an H-Banach space and let 
T,A:X -> X* be two nonlinear continuous mappings such that 
(i) for each v e X, B = {u e X/<T(v)-A(v) ,u-v> < 0} 
is H-convex or.empty; 
(ii) there exist a compact set L cz. X and an H-compact set 
K d X such that for every weakly H-convex set D with 
K C D <=. X^ 
{v e D/<T{v)-A(v) ,u-v> >^  0, for all u e D} C L 
Then the strongly nonlinear variational inequality (2.1.2) is 
solvable. 
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PROOF; Let, 
F(u) = {v e X: <T (v) -A(v) ,u-v> >^  0}; u e X 
First of all we prove that F is a H-KKM mapping and the con-
ditions (i) and (ii) of the Theorem 1.2.7 hold. 
Suppose that F is not an H-KKM mapping. Then there 
exists a finite subset A C X such that T <^ U F(u). 
^ ueA 
Then there exists w e r such that 
w t F(u), for all u e A 
ie., <r(w)-A(w) ,u-w> < 0, for all u e A. 
By assumption (i) A O B and r-d B , since B is H-convex. 
W A W W 
Therefore, w e B i.e., <r (w)-A(w) ,w-w> < 0, which is impossible. 
w 
Thus r d U F(u) for every finite subset A C X, so that F 
^ ueA 
is an H-KKM mapping. 
Since the pairing is continuous, therefore, for every 
u e X, F(u) is closed, i.e., the Condition (i) of the Theorem 
1.2.7 holds. 
It is easy to see that the assumption (ii) of this theorem 
is same with the condition (ii) of the Theorem 1.2.7. 
Thus by Theorem 1.2.7, we have 
n F(u) ^ ^ 
ueX 
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i.e., there exists v e X such that 
o 
<T (v ) ,u-v > >^  <A(v ) ,u-v >, for all u e X. 
THEOREM 2.4.2: Let (X,r ) bean H-Banach space and let 
T,A:X -*• X* be two nonlinear mappings. If there exists a real-
valued function h:X x x ^ R such that 
(i) <T(v)-A(v) ,v-u> _< h(u,v) for every (u,v) e X x x, and 
h(u,u) _< 0 for each u e X; 
(ii) the mapping v •+ <? (v)-A(v) , v-u> is lower semi-continuous 
for every u e X; ' 
(iii) the map u ^ F (u) = {v e X:h{u,v) _< 0} is H-KKM. 
(iv) there exists a nonempty closed and compact subset K of 
X and u e X, such that h(u^,v) > 0 for all v e x|„. 
O O x\ 
Then there exists Q e X such that 
<T((j),u-u> >. <A(u),u-u>, for all u e X. (2.4.1) 
PROOF: For each u e X, let 
F(u) = {v e X/h(u,v) 1_< 0} 
G(u) = {v e X/<T(v)-A(v) ,v-u> _< 0} 
Then we have 
(a) for each u e X, F(u)Cl G(u) by (i) 
(b) for each u e X, G(u) is closed in X by (ii) 
(c) By (i) and (iv) F (u ) d K so that F ( U Q ) C K = K 
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and hence F(u ) i s c o m p a c t . 
By Lenuna 1 . 2 . 4 , O F{u) / <)). 
ueX 
Hence i t f o l l o w s from (a) and (b) t h a t D G(u) ^ <t>. 
ueX 
T h e r e f o r e t h e r e e x i s t s a p o i n t Q e X such t h a t 
< T ( u ) , u - u > >_ <A({i) ,u-u>, f o r a l l u e X. 
2.5. COMPLEMENTARITY PROBLEM IN SEMI-INNER .PRODUCT SPACE 
Let X be a uniformly convex and strongly smooth space 
with the semi-inner product [,] and let K be a closed convex 
cone in X with the vertex at 0. The polar cone K* of K is 
defined by 
K* = {u e X:[u,v] _> 0, for all v e K} 
Let A be a nonlinear transformation from X into itself 
then we consider the mildly nonlinear aomplementarity problem^ 
is to find u e K such that 
T(u)+A{u) e K* and [T (u)+A(u) ,u] = 0 (2.5.1) 
THEOREM 2.5.1: Let T and A be two nonlinear mappings from 
K into X such that T is strongly monotone and Lipschitz 
continuous, and A is Lipschitz continuous with constant b < 1 
2 2 
and k -b(b-2) < 2C < k -1. Then there exists a unique solution 
u of (2.5.1). 
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PROOF: Since K is closed convex nonempty subset of X then 
for any u £ K there is a unique element (\) (u) e K such that 
1 jcj) (u)-u+T(u)+A(u) I I _< I |w-u+T(u)+A(u) I I , for all w e K 
consider a function ^ : [0,l]-»- R defined by 
H'(u) = -i I |u-T(u)-A(u)-(l-A)(l)(u)-Xw| 1^, where 
w is an element in K and 0 _< A _< 1. 
Since 4) (u) is a unique element closest to u-T(u)+A(u), 
we .must have *{" (o) ^ 0, and therefore 
[u-T(u)-A(u)-()) (u) ,4) (u)-w] >^  0, for every w e K (2.5.2) 
Consider, now, two elements u,,U2 of K and u, ^^  ^ o* Pitting 
u = u- and w = (f) (u^) in (2.5.2), we get 
[u^-T(u^-A(u^)-<))(u^) ,(t)(u^ )-4)(u2)] ^ 0 (2.5.3) 
Again, putting u = u_ and w = (t)(u,) in (2.5.2), we have 
[U2-T(U2)-A(u2)-(t)(u2) ,(J)(u2)-4)(u^ ) ] >_0 (2.5.4) 
From (2.5.3) and (2.5.4), we obtain 
[Uj^-T(u^)-A(u^)-<|)(Uj^)-U2+T(u2)+A(u2) +())(U2) ,4'(Uj^ )-(j)(u2) ] ^  0 
Hence 
[u^-T(u^)-A(u^)-U2+T(u2)+A(u2) ,(l)(u^ )-ct)(u2)] ^  | | (f) (u^ )-(}) (U2) | 1 ^  
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Therefore, 
I |(|)(u^ )-(j)(u2) I I S I |u^-T(u^)-A(u^)-U2+T(u2)+A(u2) I I 
Now 
I |U3^-T(U^)-A(U^)-U2+T{U2)+A(U2) | | = | |uj^-U2-(T (u^) -T(u2) | 1 
+ ||A(u^)-A(u2) I I 
By strong monotonicity and Lipschitz continuity of T, we have 
1 |u3^-U2-(T(Uj^)-T(u2))| \^= [u^-U2-(T (u^)-T (U2) ) ,u^-U2-(T (u^)-T {U2))] 
= 1lu^-U2!|^-2[u^-U2,T(u^)-T(u2)] 
+ I |T(u^)-T{u2) I 1^  
_< ||u^-U2l|2-2C||ui-U2l|^k2||u^-U2l|' 
= (lT2C+k^) I \ u ^ - u ^ \I^. 
By Lipschitz continuity of A, we obtain 
||(j)(u^ )-(t>(u2) I I ^  (/(^2C+i?) I |u^-U2| |+b| |u^-U2l I 
= {Ah2C+k^)+h} | | u ^ - U 2 l l 
= a | | u ^ - U 2 l | , where a = /{3-2C+k^ +b 
i n c e k - b ( b - 2 ) < 2C < J c ^ + l , we have 0 < / ( l -2C+k^)+b = a < 1 . 
: 34 : 
Therefore, (j) is a contraction mapping and by Banach contraction 
principle, it has a unique fixed point, say u . Now putting 
u = u in (2.5.2), we get 
[T(u )+A(u ) ,w-u ] > 0, for all w e K (2.5.5) 
o o o — ' 
since (2.5.5) is equivalent to (2.5.1), see Noor [51]. Therefore 
u is a unique solution of (2.5.1). 
REMARK 2.5.1: If the nonlinear transformation A is identically 
zero (i.e., A(u) = 0), then Theorem 2.5.1 reduces to a theorem 
of Nanda [59]. 
CHAPTER I I I 
VARIATIONAL-LIKE INEQUALITIES WITH FRICTION 
3 . 1 . INTRODUCTION AND FORMULATION 
I t i s w e l l known t h a t t h e m a t h e m a t i c a l f o r m u l a t i o n of c o n -
t a c t p r o b l e m s l e a d s t o t h e u s e of v a r i a t i o n a l i n e a u a l i t i e s , 
wh ich c h a r a c t e r i z e s a S i g n o r i n i p r o b l e m w i t h f r i c t i o n . The 
g e n e r a l p rob l em of e q u i l i b r i i a m o f e l a s t i c b o d i e s i n c o n t a c t w i t h 
r i g i d f o u n d a t i o n on which f r i c t i o n a l f o r c e s a r e d e v e l o p e d i s 
one of t h e most d i f f i c u l t p r o b l e m i n s o l i d m e c h a n i c s . The com-
p l e t e s t u d y o f b o u n d a r y v a l u e p r o b l e m s a r i s i n g i n t h e f o r m u l a -
t i o n of S i g n o r i n i p rob l em w i t h f r i c t i o n i s an i n t e r e s t i n g p r o b l e m 
b o t h i n m e c h a n i c s and m a t h e m a t i c a l p o i n t o f v i e w . See f o r 
example Oden and K i k u c h i [ 6 0 ] , Duvaut and L i o n s [18] , Demokowicz 
and Oden [19] and Noor [ 5 2 , 5 3 ] . 
P a r i d a , Sahoo and Kumar [62] d e v e l o p e d a t h e o r y f o r t h e 
e x i s t e n c e of a s o l u t i o n o f v a r i a t i o n a l - l i k e i n e q u a l i t i e s and 
have sjiown t h e r e l a t i o n s h i p b e t w e e n t h e v a r i a t i o n a l - l i k e i n e q u a -
l i t y p r o b l e m and some' m a t h e m a t i c a l p rogramming p r o b l e m . 
M o t i v a t e d and i n s p i r e d by t h e r e s e a r c h work g o i n g i n t h i s 
a r e a , i n S e c t i o n 3 .2 of t h i s c h a p t e r , we p r o v e an e x i s t e n c e 
r e s u l t f o r t h e v a r i a t i o n a l - l i k e i n e q u a l i t y p r o b l e m w i t h f r i c t i o n 
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in reflexive Banadh spaces. Section 3.3 deals with the exis-
tence of solution of variational-like inequality problem with 
friction in the setting of Hausdorff topological vector spaces. 
In the last section of this chapter, we prove an existence 
result without convexity. 
Let <E,E*> be a dual system of locally convex spaces and 
K c" E be a closed convex subset. Let T : E -*• E* and 
n:K X K -»• E be two given continuous mappings and j:E -> R be 
a nonlinear, convex, lower semicontinuous, proper and nondifferen-
tiable functional. We consider the problem of finding u e K 
such that 
<T(u) ,n(v,u) > +j(v)-j{u) >_ 0, for all v e K (3.1.1) 
which we shall call variational-like inequality problem with 
friction. 
SPECIAL CASES: (i) If j(v) = 0, for all v e K, then (3.1.1) is 
equivalent to find« u e K such tthat 
<T(u) ,n(v,u) > >_ 0, for all v e K, (3.1.2) 
which is known as variational-like inequality problem^ considered 
and studied by Parida, Sahoo and Kumar [62]. 
(ii) If n(v,u) = v-u, then (3.1.1) is equivalent to find u e K 
such that 
<T(u),v-u> +j(v)-j(u) >_ 0, for all v e K. (3.1.3) 
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Variational inequality of the type (3.1.3) was considered and 
studied by U. Mosco [44J. 
(iii) If n(v,u) = v-u and j(v) = 0 for all v e K, then 
(3.1.1) reduces to find u e K such that 
<T(u),v-u> >_ 0, for all v e K, (3.1.4) 
which is known as variational inequality problem, introduced 
and studied by Lions and Stampacchia [41]. 
3.2. EXISTENCE THEORY IN REFLEXIVE BANACH SPACES 
Let X be a reflexive Banach space and K be a nonempty 
closed and convex subset of X. 
DEFINITION 3.2.1: A mapping T:K ->- X* is said to be r]~monotone 
if there exists a continuous mapping n:K x K -> X such that 
<T (u)-T(v) ,ri(u,v) > >^  0, for all u,v e K. 
It is well known that Linearization Lemma [45] plays an 
important role in research while we deal with variational in-
equalities, we extend this Lemma for variational-like inequali-
ties with friction. 
LEMMA 3.2.1: Let T:K -»• X* be n-monotone and hemicontinuous 
mapping on K. Also, let n:K x K ^ X be a continuous mapping 
which is linear in'the first argument and n(u,u) = 0 for all 
: 38 : 
u e K and j : X -> R be c o n v e x , l o w e r - s e m i c o n t i n u o u s , n o n l i n e a r 
and p r o p e r f u n c t i o n a l . Then t h e f o l l o w i n g two p r o b l e m s are eauiva-
l e n t f o r e ach convex s u b s e t K i n X. • 
( i ) u e K: <T{u) , n ( v , u ) > + j ( v ) - j (u) >^  0 , f o r a l l v e K; 
( i i ) u e K: <T(v) , n ( v , u ) > + j (v) - j (u) >_ 0 , f o r a l l v e K. 
PROOF: Let u E K be a solution of (i), that is 
<T(u),n(v,u) +j{v)-j(u) >_ 0 
Now, we have 
<r(v)-T(u) ,n (v,u) > -j (v) + j (u) - <r(v) ,n (v,u) > _< o 
or <T(v)-T(u) ,n (v,u) > ^  <T(v) ,n (v,u) >+j (v)-j (u) 
since T is n-monotone, we have 
<T(v),ri(v ,u)> +j{v)-j{u) >_ <T{v)-T{u) ,ri(v,u) > >_ 0 
Thus (i) implies (ii) . 
Conversely, suppose that (ii) holds. For every v e K, 
0 < X < 1 and by the convexity of K and j, we have 
<T(Av+(l-A)u) ,n(Av+(l-A)u,u) >+j(Av+(l-X)u)-j (u) _> 0 
or <T (u+A (v-u) ,Xn (v,u) > +Xj(v)-Xj(u) >^  0 
D i v i d i n g by X, we have 
<T(u+X (v-u) ,n (v ,u ) > + j ( v ) - j ( u ) >_ 0 
As X -> 0 , we have by t h e h e m i c o n t i n u i t y o f T , 
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<T{u) ,n{v,u) > +j (v)-j (u) >_ 0 
« 
Thus (ii) implies (i). 
THEOREM 3.2.1: Let X be a reflexive Banach space and let K 
be a nonempty closed convex subset of X such that 
1 . T:K -V X* is n-monotone and hemicontinuous mapping on K; 
2 . ri:KxK-*-X is a continuous mapping which is linear in 
the first argument. 
3°. <T(u) ,n (u,u) > = 0, for all u e K. 
4°". j:X -+• R is proper, nondifferentiable, convex and lower-
semicontinuous functional on X. 
Then there exists a point u e K such that 
<r(uQ) ,ri(u,u^ ) > +j (u) -j (UQ) >^  0, for all u e K. 
PROOF: Let 
F^(v) = {u e K/<T(u) ,n(v,u)> +j(v)-j(u) >_ 0}; v e K 
First of all we will prove that F^ is a KKM-mapping on K. 
n 
Suppose that {u, ,u~,. .. ,u } d K, Z a.= 1, a. 2. 0/ i = 1,2,...,n 
and 
n n 
u = E a.u. «i U FT (U . ) 
i=l ^ ^ i=l -^  ^ 
Then we have 
<T(u) ,n(u^,u) > +j (u^)-j (u) < 0. 
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Since the set {v e K/<T (u) ,ri (v,u) > + j (v)-j (u) < 0} is convex 
for every u e K, we have 
n n n n n 
<r ( E a.u.),n( I a.u., Z a.u.)>+j( S a.u.)-j( I a.u.) < 0 i=l ^ ^ i=l ^ ^ i=l ^ ^ i=l ^ ^ i=l ^ ^ 
n n n 
or <T( E a.u.),n( t a.u., E a.u.)> < 0; 
i=l ^ ^ i=l ^ ^ 1=1 ^ ^ 
which is a contradiction to assumption 3 , so we derived 
n 
Conv{uT ,.. . ,u ^ ^ U Fi(u.) and therefore F is the KKM-
1 n ^^^ i 1 
mapping on K. Let, 
F-(v) = {u e K/<T(v) ,n{v,u) > +j(v)-j(u) >^  0}; v e K 
we have F^^ (v) C F^  (v) , for every v e K. Indeed, let u e F^^ (v) , 
so that 
<T{u) ,n(v,u) > +j (v)-j (u) )2: 0. 
By n-monotonicity of T, we have 
<r(v) ,n(v,u) > +j(v)-j(u) >_ 0, 
that is, u e F-(v) , thus, n^ ^^^  "''^  also a KKM-mapping on K. 
By Lemma 3.2.1, we have 
O F, (V) = 0 F (V) 
veK veK 
Moreover, since the mapping, T,n -are continuous and j is 
lower-semicontinuous, therefore for every v e K, F (v) is closed. 
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Now, we equip X with the weak topology. Then K, as a 
closed bounded convex subset in the reflexive Banach space X, 
is weakly compact for every v e K. Since F-(v)C K and F^ ^^ ^ 
is closed. Hence F^(v) is weakly compact. 
n F (v) = n F (V) .9^  ({) 
veK ^ veK "^  
Hence there exists u e K such that 
o 
<T (u ) ,n (u,u ) > +j (u) -j (u^ ) >^  0, for all u e K. 
3.3. EXISTENCE THEORY IN TOPOLOGICAL VECTOR SPACES 
Let E be a Hausdbrff topological vector space and E* 
be its dual. Let K C E is a closed convex subset of E and 
D is a nonempty compact convex subset of K. The bilinear form 
<. f.> is supposed to be continuous. Then we have the following 
result. 
THEOREM 3.3.1: Assume that 
1 . T:K-»-E* is continuous. 
oO 
^ . n:KxK-»-E is continuous and linear in the first argument. 
oO 
J . :J:E -»• R IS a convex, nonlinear, lower-semicontinuous, 
proper and non-differentiable functional. 
4 . <T(u) ,n(u,u) > >_ 0, for all u e D. 
Then there exists u^ e D c K such that 
^(UQ),TI(U,U^)> +j(u)-j(u^) > 0, for all u e D C K. 
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PROOF: Let A = { (u,v) e D x D/<T (u) , n (v,u) +j (v) - j (u) >^  0} 
our theorem will be proved if we show that the assumptions 1 , 
2 and 3 of Theorem 1.2.4 are satisfied. 
It is clear from the assumption and definition of A that 
(u,u) e A, for every u e D. 
Since T,n are continuous and j is lower-hemicontinuous, 
the set ^ 
A^= {u e D/<T(u) ,n (v,u) > +j(v)-j(u) >_ 0} 
is closed for every v e D. 
Now to complete the proof of the theorem, we show that 
for every v e D,. the set 
B = {v e D/(u,v) ^ D} is convex. 
L e t v^ 'V2 e B^ and a,Q e R^ s u c h t h a t a+6 = 1/ we have 
<T(u) ,n (aVj^,u) > +a j ( v ^ ) - a j (u) < 0 ( 3 . 3 . 1 ) 
and 
<T{u) ,Ti (3v2,u)> + B j ( v 2 ) - 6 j (u) < 0 ( 3 . 3 . 2 ) 
Adding ( 3 . 3 . 1 ) and ( 3 . 3 . 2 ) , we have 
<r(u) , n ( a v ^ + 6 v 2 , u ) > + j (av^ + Bv ) - j (u) < 0 
t h a t i s , av^+3v2 e B^ . Hence By i s c o n v e x . 
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Now, from Theorem 1.2.4, there exists u e D such that 
D X {u }C. A which implies that 
o 
<T(u ),n(u,u ) >+j (u)-j (u ) >^  0, for every u e D, 
and the proof is finished. 
THEOREM 3.3.2: Assume that 
1°. T:E •*• E* is continuous. 
2 ° . n:K X K -»• E i s c o n t i n u o u s . 
3 ° . j : E ->• R i s convex, lower - semicon t inuous , n o n - l i n e a r , non-
d i f f e r e n t i a b l e and p roper f u n c t i o n a l . 
4 ° . There e x i s t s a r e a l - v a l u e d junction h:K x K -»- R such t h a t 
(i) <T(v) , n (u ,v ) > +j ( v ) - j (u)+h(u,v) >_ 0, for every (u,v)eKxK. 
(ii) the set {u e K/h(u,v) > 0} is convex for every v e K; 
(iii) h(u,u) _< 0, for every u e K; 
(iv) there exists a nonempty compact convex subset D of K 
such that for every v e K|D there exists a point u e D 
with 
<a'(v) ,n(u,v) > +j(v)-j{u) < 0 
Then the variational-like inequality problem with friction (3.1.1) 
has a solution. 
PROOF: For each element u e K, we denote * 
D(u) = {v e D/<T(v) ,n(u,v)> +j(v)-j(u) > 0} 
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From assumption 1°, 2° and 3°, we have, D(u) is closed in D. 
We know that every element u^ e <^ D^(u) is a solution of the 
O UGK 
variational-like inequality problem with friction (3.1.1). We 
have to prove that ,0 D{u) i" ^. 
Since D is compact, it is sufficient to show that the family 
{D(u)} _„ has a finite intersection property. 
U.t K 
Let ^i'^2''**'"m ^ ^  ^® given. 
We put A = Conv(D \J {u, ,U2,. . . ,u } ) and we have that A 
is a compact convex subset of K. 
« We now consider the following multivalued mappings. 
Fj (u) = {v e A/<T(v) ,n (u,v) >+j (v)-j (u) >^  0 }, for every ueK. 
and 
F (u) = {v e A/h(u,v) _< 0} ; for every u e K. 
Since the bilinear form <.,.> is continuous and from assump-
tions 1 , 2 and 3 , it follows that F^^ (u) is closed subset of 
a compact convex set A. Hence F^(u) is compact. Also from 
assumption 4°(i) and 4°(iii), F^(u) is nonempty. 
Now we prove that F^  is KKM-mapping. Indeed, if we suppose 
that there exists x^,X2,...,x^ E A and a^ ^  0, i = 1,2,...,n 
n 
with Z a. = 1 such that 
i=l ^ 
n n 
.2 a^ x i (J F (x. ) 
1=1 ^ "• j=l ^ J 
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then we have 
n 
h(x., E a.x.) > 0, for 1 j< j _< n. 
> i=l ^ ^  
By assumption 4 (ii), we have 
n n 
h( E a.x., E a.x.) > 0 
i=l ^ ^ i=l ^ ^  
which is a contradiction to assumption 4 (iii) . Therefore F^ 
is a KKM-mapping. 
Since from assumption 4°{i), we have F^(u)CZ F^(u) for 
every u e K, we obtain that F^ is also a KKM-mapping. 
Applying Theorem 1.2.3 to F,, we get (1 F, (u) ¥^ (t>, that 
•^  U E A 
is, there exist a point v e A such that 
<r(v^) ,n(u,v^) > +j(v^)-j(u) >_ 0, for all u e A. 
By assumption 4°(iv), we have that v e D and moreover v eD(u.), 
for every 1 _< i _< m. 
Hence {D(u) }^^j^ has the finite intersection property and 
the proof is finished. 
COROLLARY 3.3.1: Assume that the assumptions 1°, 2°, 3° and 
4 (iv) of the Theorem 3.3.2 are satisfied. Also, suppose that 
<T(u) ,n(u,u)> >_ 0, for all u e K. 
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Then the variational-like inequality problem with friction 
(3.1.1) has a solution. 
PROOF; If we consider 
h(u,v) = -<T(v) ,n(u,v) >-j (v) + j (u) , 
then all the assumptions of Theorem 3.3.2 are satisfied and the 
result follows. 
3.4. THE EXISTENCE RESULT WITHOUT CONVEXITY 
In this section, we prove an existence theorem for varia-
tional-like inequality problem with friction (3.1.1), by repla-
cing convexity assumptions with merely topological properties. 
THEOREM 3.4.1: Let (X, {r^}) be an H-Banach space. T:X ->• X* 
and n:X X X -> X are continuous mappings and .j:X ^  R be convex 
nonlinear, lower-semicontinuous functional. 
Assume that, 
1 . for each v e X, B^= {u e X/<T (v) , n (u, v) >+j (v)-j (u) < 0} 
is H-convex or empty. 
2°. <T(u) ,n(u,u) > 2. 0, for all u e X, 
3 . There exists a compact set L C X and an H-compact set K C^  X 
such that for every weakly H-convex set D with K c: D O X 
{v e D/<T(v) ,n(u,v) > + j (v)-j (u) ^  0, for all u e D } CZ L 
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Then there e x i s t s a point u^ e X such tha t 
<T(u ),n(u,u )> +J{UQ)-J(U) >_ 0, for all u e X. 
PROOF: Let 
F(u)={v e X/<T(v) ,n (u,v) > +j(v)-j(u) ^ 0 }; u e X. 
Now we prove that F is an H-KKM mapping. Suppose that F is 
not an H-KKM mapping. Then there exists a finite subset A of 
X such that 
T.(^V F{u). 
^ u£X 
Thus, there exists z e r^  such that 
z i F(u) , for all u e A, 
that is, <T(z) ,ri(u,z) > +j{z)-j(u) < 0, for all u e A. By assump-
tion 1°, A C B and T^CZ B . Since B is H-convex, therefore 
' z A z z 
z e B , that is, 
z 
<T{z) ,n(z.z)> < 0, 
which contradicts assumption 2°. Thus r <C (J F(u) for every 
• ueA 
finite subset A of X. Hence F is an H-KKM mapping. 
Next, we prove that for every u e X, F(u) is closed. 
Indeed, suppose that {v }C F(u), u e X, v^ -> v. Since T,ri and 
<. ,.> are continuous and j is lower-semicontinuous on X. 
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We have 
T(v ) -> T(v) (uniformly on X) 
n{u,v^) -> n (u,v) 
limit j (v^) >_ j (v) 
n-»-oc 
Thus, 
limit ^(v^) ,ri(u,v^) > +j (v^) - j (u) >_ 0 
n-»-<K 
<r(v) ,n(u,v)> + limit j(v )-j(u) >_ 0 
n-»-oo " 
or ; <r(v) ,n(u,v| > +j(v)-j(u) _> 0. 
Hence v e F(u), therefore, F{u) is closedfor every u e X 
that is, the condition (i) of the Theorem 1.2.7 holds. It is 
easy to see that the assumption (3 ) of this theorem and condi-
tion (ii) of Theorem 1.2.7 are same. ,Thus by Theorem 1.2.7, 
0 F(u) # (}); 
ueX 
Hence there exist u e X such that 
o 
<r(u^) ,n(u,UQ) > +j(u^)-j(u) >^  0, for all u e X. 
CHAPTER IV 
VECTOR VARIATIONAL-LIKE INEQUALITIES 
4.1. INTRODUCTION 
The vector variational ineauality is a generalized form 
of variational inequality, which was introduced by F. Giannessi 
12S] in 1980, in a finite dimensional Euclidean space with fur-
ther applications. From that time on, in a general setting Chen 
and Cheng [13], Chen and Yang {14] and Chen [12], have derived 
equivalence between the vector variational inequality and the 
vector extremum problem, the equivalence between the vector 
variational inequality and the vector complementarity problem 
and proved the existence of the solution of the vector varia-
tional inequality. Parida, Sahoo and Kumar [62] developed a 
theory for the existence,of solution of variational-like ineaua-
lity in R and shown a relationship between variational-like 
inequality problem and convex programming as well as with comple-
mentarity problem. 
Inspired and motivated by the applications of the vector 
variational ineaualities and variational-like ineaualities, we 
introduce, in this chapter, the vector variational-like inequa-
lities and prove the existence of the solution of this vector 
variational like inequality, which may be seen as an extension 
of the Isac's theorem [31]. 
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Let X be a real Banach space and Y be an ordered 
Banach space. Let K be a nonempty closed convex subset of 
X, T:K -> L(X,Y) a mapping, where L(X,Y) is the space of all 
linear continuous operators from X into Y and n:K x K ^ K 
be a continuous mapping. Let {C(u)/u e K} be a family of 
closed pointed convex cone in Y with int C(u) ^ 4> ^or every 
u e K, where int C(u) is the interior of the set C(u). 
Then we consider the problem of finding u e K such 
that 
<r(u ) ,n(u,u ) > i -int C(u^) ^  for a l l u e K . (4.1.1) 
We shall call it the vector variational like inequality 
problem, where <T (u) ,v> denotes the evaluation of the linear 
operator T(u) at v. Hence <T(u),.> e Y. 
Special Casesi. 
(i) If n(u,u ) = u-g (u ) , where g:K -> K, then the problem 
(4.1.1) is equivalent to find u e K such that 
<r(uQ) ,u-g(u^)> i - int C(uQ),for all u e K. (4.1.2) 
which is known as general vector variational inequality^ consi-
dered by Siddiqi, Ansari and Khaliq [66]. 
(ii) If Y = R, C(u) = R^, then for all u e K, the problem 
(4.1.1) reduces to find u e K such that 
o 
<T(u^) ,n (u,u^) > >^  0^ for all u e K, (4.1.3) 
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which is known as variational-like inequality, considered by 
Parida, Bahoo and Kumar [62], In Section 4.2, we prove an 
existence result for the vector variational-like inequality 
problem (4.1.1) in reflexive Banach spaces!;-in Section 4.3, the 
existence is proved in the setting of Hausd3rff topological 
vector spaces and in last section, we prove the existence 
without convexity* 
422. EXISTENCE THEORY IN REFLEXIVE BANACH SPACES 
' Let X be a reflexive Banach space, Y be a Banach space 
and K be a nonempty closed convex subset of X. Let C(u) be 
a closed pointed convex cone with int C(u) i" ^. 
DEFINITION 4.2.1: Let T:X ->• L(X,Y), n:K x K -> K, and let 
C_ = n C(u) be nonempty. T is said to be C-ri-monotone if 
ueX ~ • 
<r(v)-T(u) ,n(v,u) > e C_ for all u,v e X. 
We need the following lemma for the proof of existence 
result. 
LEMMA 4.2.1 [12]: Let (X,P) be an ordered topological vector 
space with a closed pointed convex cone P and a nonempty 
interior int P. Then for any v,z e X, we have 
(i) v-z e int P and v i int P implies z i int P 
(ii) v-z e P and v t int P implies z i int P 
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(iii) v-z e int P and v i - int E implies z i - int P 
(iv) v-z e P and w i - int P implies z i - int P. 
LEMMA 4.2.2: Let n:KxK->K be a continuous mapping, such 
that it is linear in first argument and n(u,u) = 0 for all 
u e X, T:X -> L(X,Y) be C_-ri monotone and hemicontinuous mapping 
on X. Then the following two (VVLIP) problems (i) and (ii) 
are equivalent for each convex subset K in X: 
(i) u e K, <T(u) ,ri {v,u) i - int C(u), for all v e K; 
(ii) u e K, ^. <r{v) ,Ti(v,u) > i - int C(u)^for all v e K. 
PROOF: Let u be a solution of (i \ . Since T is C_-ri monotone, 
then for every v e K, 
« 
<r (v)-T (u) ,T:I(V,U) > e C_ 
Then 
<r(v)-T(u) ,Ti (v,u) > e C_CC(u) 
For the ordered Banach space (Y,C{u)) with a fixed u e K, by 
(iv) of the Lemma 4.2.1, we have 
<r(v) ,n (v,u) > i - int C(u), for all v e Y. 
Now s u p p o s e t h a t ( i i ) h o l d s . For e v e r y v e K , 0 <A < 1 , by 
t h e c p n v e x i t y o f K and a s n i s l i n e a r i n f i r s t a rgumen t and 
n ( u , u ) = 0 , we have 
: <r (Av+( l -A)u) , n ( A v + ( l - A ) u , u ) > t - i n t C(u) 
' < r (Av+( l -X)u) , A n ( v , u ) > i - i n t C(u) 
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Divid ing by ^, we have 
<T{u+X(v-u) ) ,Ti (v,u) > i - i n t C(u). 
t h a t i s , <r(u+X(v - u ) ) , n ( v , u ) > e W(u) , where W{u) = Y \ ( - i n t C(u)) 
Thus ( i ) i s de r ived by t h e hemicont inui ty .of T and t h e c l o s e n e s s 
of W(u) for a f ixed u e K as A ->- 0 . 
THEOREM 4 . 2 . 1 : Let X 'be a r e f l e x i v e Banach space , Y be a 
Banach space . Let KC X be a nonempty bounded c losed convex 
subse t i n X. 
• Assume that 
o Y 
1 . Let C:K -> 2 be a multifunction such that for every 
u G K, C(u) i s closed pointed convex cone vdth 
int C(u) ?^  (j) and l e t C = f) C(u) w i th a nonempty i n t e r i o r i n t C . 
ueK 
2°. Suppose that the multifunction W{u) = Y({- int C(u) } be 
upper semicontinuous on K. 
3°. Let T:K -»• L(X,Y) be C_-n monotone and hemi continuous 
mapping on K and n^K x K -»- K be continuous, linear in 
first argument and n(u,u) = 0, for all u e K. 
4°. ; <r (u) ,ri(u,u) > i - int C(u)^ for all u e K, 
Then the vector variational-like inequality problem 4.1.1 is 
solvable. 
PROOF: Let F^ (v) = {u e K/<T (u) , n (v,u) > i - int C(u)}, v e K. 
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We first prove that F is a KKM mapping on K. Suppose that 
n 
{u. ,u^, .. . ,u} CZ K, l a.= 1, a. _> 0, i = 1,2,...,n 
n n 
u = Z a.u. «! U F^  (u. ) 
i=l ^ ^ i=l ^ ^ 
then we have 
n ' n 
<T(u),n(u., E a.u.)> e - int C( Z a.u.) 
1 i=l 1 i i=l 1 1 
Since the set {v e K/<r(u) ,n (v,u) > e - int C(u) } is convex for 
« 
every u e K, we have 
n n n n 
<T( E a.u.),n{ E a.u., T. a.u.)> e - int C( E a.u.) 
i=l ^ ^ i=l-^ ^  i=l ^ ^ i=l ^ ^  
which is a contradiction to assumption 4 , so we derived 
n 
Conviu^ , .. . ,u } CZ \J F,{u.), so that F is the KKM-mapping 
on K. 
Let F2(v) --= {u e K/<T (v) ,n (v,u) > i - int C(u) }, v e K, 
we have F^(v)C F„(v), for every v e K. Indeed, let u e F.(v), 
so that; <T(u),ri(v ,u) > i - int C(u). By the C_-ri monotonicity 
of T, 
<r(v) ,n{v,u) > - <r(u) ,ri(v,u) > e C_c: C(u) 
Since c(u) is a convex cone with int C(u) ^ 0, by (iv) of 
« 
the Lemma 4.2. 1,' 
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< T(v) ,n(v,u)> i - int C (u), that is, 
u e Fj(v). Thus F^ is also the KKM mapping on K. By Lemma 
4.2.2, we have 
n PT(V) = n F (v) 
veK V E K 
Moreover, for every v e K, F (v) is closed since T(v) e L(X,Y) 
is continuous and W(u) is upper seraicontinuous. 
Now we equip X with the weak topology. Then K, as a 
closed bounded convex subset in the reflexive Banach space X, 
is weakly compact for every v e K . Since F_(v)d K and close-
ness of F (v), F_(v) is weakly compact. By Theorem 1.2.3, 
n F (v) = n F (v) + ^ 
VeK ^ veK ^ 
Hence there exists a u e K such that 
o 
< T(UQ) ,n(u,UQ) > i - int C(u^),for all u e K. 
The proof is finished. 
4.3. EXISTENCE THEORY IN'TOPOLOGICAL VECTOR SPACES 
Let E be a Hausdorff topological vector space and F be 
an ordered Hausdorff topological vector space. Let K be a 
nonempty closed convex subset of E and D d K is a nonempty 
compa^ct convex set. The bilinear form <.,.> is supposed to be 
continuous. 
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THEOREM 4.3.1: If T:K->L(E,F) be a continuous mapping and 
n:K X K -> K is continuous and linear in first argument, the 
multivalued mapping W(u) = F | { - int C(u) } is upper semiconti-
nuous on K and <T (u) ,ri (u,u) > i - int C(u), for every u e D. 
Then there exists a u e D d K s uch that 
o 
< T (u ) ,n (u,u ) > i - int C(u ) , for all u £ D c: K. 
PROOF: Let 
I 
A = {(u,v) e D X D/<T (v),n(u,v)> i - int C(v)}. 
our theorem will be proved if we show that the assumptiore 1 , 
2 and 3 of Theorem 1.2.4 are satisfied. 
For every u E D, 
(u,u) e A , if and only if <r(u),n(u,u)> ft - int C(u) , 
by the assumption and definition of A. 
« 
Now, let A = {v e D/(u,v) e A } , for all u e D, then we 
show that A is closed, 
u 
Let {v } be a sequence in A such that v ->• v. Since 
n ^ u n 
V e A , we have 
<r(Vj^ ) ,n(u,v^) > i - int C(v^) 
Hence, <T (v^) ,n (u,v^) > e Vl(v^) = F | { - int*C(v^)} . Since T,n 
and <. , . > are continuous, we have 
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< T(v^) ,n (u,v^)> ->• <T(v) ,n(u,v) > 
The continuity of multifunction W(v) implies that 
<r(v) ,ri (u,v) >e W(v) 
==> <T(v) ,ri (u,v) > i - int C(v) 
==> V e A 
u 
Hence A is closed, 
u 
To finish the proof we show that for each fixed v e D, 
A = {u e D/(u,v) t A} is convex. 
Indeed, if u^,U2 e A and a,3 e R such that a+3 = 1, and 
since C(v) is a cone, we have 
<r(v ),n(au,,v)> e - int C (v) 
and <T(v) ,n(6u2fV) > e - int C (v) 
which implies that 
< T(v) ,n(auj^  + 8u2,v) >e - int C(v) 
==> au^ + Bu- e A . 
Hence A is convex, 
v 
Now, from Theorem 1.2.4, there exists u e D such that 
D X {u^ }c:i A, which implies that 
u^e D: <r(u^) ,n(u,u^)> i - int C(u ), for all u e D. 
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REMARK 4.3.1: If F = R, L(E,F) = E*, C(u) = R^ and 
n{u,u ) = u-g(u ), where g:E •*• E, for all u e K, then Theorem 
4.3.1 reduces to Proposition 2 [31]. 
THEOREM 4.3.2: Assume that 
1°. The mappings T:K -»• L(E,F) and n:K x K -»• K are continuous. 
2°. C:K ->• F is a multivalued mapping such that for every u e K, 
C(u) is closed pointed convex cone with int C(u) ^ <^; 
3°. W:K ^ F is an upper semicontinuous multivalued mapping 
« 
defined as 
W(u) = F\{- int C(u) }; 
4 . There exists a function h:E x F -»- F such that 
(i) <T (v) ,ri (v,u) > -h(u,v) e - int C(u), for every (u,v) e K x K; 
(ii) the set {u e K/h(u,v) e -C(u) is convex for every v e K; 
(iii) h(u,u) «! - int C(u); 
(iv) there exists a nonempty compact convex subset D of K 
such that for every v e K\D, there exists a point u e D 
with 
< T{v) ,n(u,v) > e C(u) 
Then there exists a point u e D such that 
o ' 
<T(u ) ,n (U,UQ) > i - int C (u ) , for all u e K. 
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PROOF: For each element u e K, we denote 
D(u) = {v e D: <T(v) ,n(u,Y) > ^ - int C(u) } 
and from assumptions 1 and 3 , we have that D(u) is closed 
in D. 
Since every element u e f) D(u) is a solution of vector 
UGK 
variational-like inequality problem (4.1.1), we have to prove 
that n D{u) ?* (t). 
ueK 
« Since D is compact it is sufficient to show that the 
family {D(u)} ^ has finite intersection property. 
UEK 
Indeed, let Uj/U^/'.-zU e K be given. 
We put A = Conv (D \J {u-,u„,...,u }) and we have that A is a 
compact convex subset of K. 
We consider the following multivalued mappings: 
and 
F,(u) = {v e A/<r(v) ,ri (u,v) > g! - int C{u) 
F2(u) = {v e A/h{u,v) i - int C(u)^ 
for every v e K. 
Since the bilinear form <.,.> is continuous and from assump-
tions 1 and 3 , we have 'that F^  (u) is closed subset of a 
compact convex set A. Hence F^(u) is compact. 
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From assumptions 4 (i) and 4 (iii), we have 
h(u,u) - <T (u) ,n (u,u) > e int C (u) 
and 
h(u,u) i - int C(u). 
Then by Lemma 4.2.1, we have 
<T(u) ,n (u,u) > i - int C(u) 
Hence, F^  (u) is nonempty. 
Now we prove that F^  is a KKM-mapping. 
Indeed, if we suppose that there exists x-,x„,...,x e A 
n 
and a. _>. 0/ i = 1,2,...,n, with Z a. = 1 , such that n 
Z 
i=l 
n n 
then we have 
I a.x. i U F^{x. ) 
i=i ^ ^  j=1 2 :^  
n 
h(x., Z a.x.) e - int C(x.) 
3 i=i ^ ^ :J 
By assumption 4 (ii), we have 
n n n 
h{ I a.x., Z a.x.) e - int C{ Z a.x.) 
i=l ^ ^ i=l ^ ^ i=l ^ ^  
which is a contradiction to assumption 4°(iii). Therefore F_ 
is a KKM-mapping. 
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Since from assumption 4°(i), we have F (u)C F (u), for 
1 2 
every u K, we obtain that F is also a KKM map. Applying 
Theorem 1.2.3 to F^, we get H F, (u) ¥" <t>, that is there exists 
ueA 
a point V e A such that 
'• "T (v ) ,n (u,v ) > i - int C(u),' for all u E A. 
By assumption 4 (iv) , we have that v e D and more over v e D (u. ) , 
for every 1 _< i'._< m. 
Hence'{D(U) ) ^v has the finite intersection property 
UE J\ 
and the proof is finished. 
COROLLARY 4.3.1: Assume that 
1 . The mappings n": Kx K ^  K and T:K -»• L(E,F) are continuous. 
2 . C:K -^ F is a multivalued mapping such that for every 
u E K, C{u) is closed pointed convex cone with int C(u)# (J); 
3 . W:K ->- F is an upper semicontinuous multivalued mapping 
defined as W (u) = F\{- int C(u) }; 
4 . <T(u) ,ri (u,u) > «f - int C(u), for every u e K; 
5 . There exists a nonempty compact convex subset D of K 
si:jch that for every v e K|D, there exists a point u E D 
with 
< T(v) ,n(u,v) > e - int C(u) . 
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Then there exists a point u e D cz K such that 
<T(u ),ri(u,u )> ^ - int C (u ) , f6r all u e K. 
PROOF: If we consider h(u,v) = <T(v),n(u,v)>, then all the 
assumptions of Theorem 4.3.2 are satisfied. Hence by Theorem 
4.3.2, there exists u e D d K such that 
o 
<T{u ) , r i ( u , u )> i - i n t C(u ) f o r a l l u e 
o o • o ' K. 
REMARK 4.3.2: If F = R, L{E,F) = E*, C(u) = R^ , for all u e K 
and^n(U/U ) = u-g(u ), where g:E -> E, then Theorem 4.3.2 and 
Corollary 4.3.1 reduces to Theorem 8 and Corollary 1, respec-
tively, of Isac [31]. 
4.4. EXISTENCE THEORY WITHOUT CONVEXITY 
In this section, we prove an existence theorem for a spe-
cial case of vector variational-like inequality problem 4.1.1 
replacing convexity assumption with merely topological properties, 
We now consider the vector variational like inequality. 
« 
UQ e X, <T(u^) ,n(u,UQ) > «! - int P, for all u e X (4.4.1) 
where (X,{r,}) be an H-space, (Y,P) is an ordered Banach space 
with int P ?^  (J) and T:X -> L(X,Y) , n:K x K -> K are the given 
mappings and K d X. 
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THEOREM 4.4.1: Let {X,{T }) be an H-Banach space, and let (Y,P) 
be an ordered topological vector space with a closed pointed 
convex cone and a nonempty interior int P. Let T:X -> L(X,Y) 
and n:K X K -> K be the continuous mappings. 
Assume that 
1°. <r(v) ,n (v,v) > i - int P for all v e X; 
2°. for each v e X, B = {u e X/<T(v ),n(u,v)> e int P} 
is H-convex or empty. 
3 . there exists a compact set L CI. x and an H-compact set K cz. X 
such that for every weakly H-compact set D with K C D CZ X, 
{v e D/ <T(v) ,n(u,v) > i - int P, for all u e D } C L 
Then the (WLIP) 4.4.1 is solvable. 
PROOF: Let 
F{u) = {v e X/<T(v) ,n(u,v)> i - int P}, u e X. 
If we prove that O F(u) ¥= 4), then our theorem is proved, since 
ueX 
every element u e D F(u) is a solution of (WLIP) 4.4.1. It 
ueX 
can be follows from Theorem 1.2.7, if we prove that F is an 
H-KKM mapping and the conditions (i) and (ii) of Theorem 1.2.7 
hold. 
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Suppose that F is not an H-KKM mapping. Then there 
e x i s t s a f i n i t e subse t A CZ X such t h a t T c^ U F ( u ) . Thus 
ueA 
there exists z e Fj. such that 
z i F(u)^ for all u e A, 
==> <T(z) ,ri (u,z) > e - int P^  for all u e A. 
By assumption (2 ) and since B is H-convex. 
==> r,c r„ for Kd'S' . 
A B ' z 
Therefore, z e B ==> <r(z) ,n(z,z) > e - int P, witch is a contra-
diction to assumption (1 ). Thus r C (J F (u) , for every finite 
^ ueA 
subset A C X, so that F is an H-KKM mapping. 
Next, we prove that for every u e X, F(u) is closed. 
Indeed, suppose that (v } d F(u) , u e X such that v ->- v. 
As T,ri and <.,. > are continuous, we have 
<T(v^) ,n(u,v^) > -»- <T(v) ,n (u,v) > 
since <r(v ),n(u,v )> ^ - int P, for all n, 
that is <T (v ),r){u,v^ )> e W = Y \ { - int P} 
But W = Y \ { - i n t P> i s c l o s e d , we have <T (v) , n (u, v) > e W 
t h a t i s , 
I 
<T(v) ,ri (u,v) > i - i n t P 
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Hence v e F(u) , therefore F(u) is closed for every u e X, 
that is, the condition (i) of the Theorem 1.2.7 holds. It is 
easy to see that the assumption (3 ) of this Theorem is same 
one with the condition (ii) of the Theorem 1.2.7. Thus by 
Theorem 1.2.7, 
n F(u) i^ d), 
ueX 
that is, there exist u e X such that 
o 
<T(u ),n(u,u )> t - int P, for all u e X. 
CHAPTER V 
GENERALIZED COMPLEMENTARITY PROBLEM 
5.1. INTRODUCTION 
D\ae to applications of multivalued maopings in differenent 
branches of Science, Engineering and operation researches, in 
1976, Saigal[,67] studied the variational inequality for multi-
valued mappings. Since then,different types of variational inequa-
lities have been extended for multivalued mappings, see for 
example [11], [36], [.58]'. The theory of complementarity problem 
is very close to the theory of variational inequalities and it 
was introduced in early sixtees. In 1971^ Karamardian [36] 
showed that if the set involved in variational inequality and 
complementarity problem is a convex cohe then both problems have 
the same solution set. In the last two decades it has also 
been extended for multivalued mappings, see [30], [11]. 
The study of the qualitative behaviour of the solution of 
the variational ineaualities when the given operator and the 
feasible convex set vary with a parameter is known as sensitivity 
analysis, which is also important and meaningful. sensitivity 
analysis provides"us useful information for desiqnino, plannina 
various equilibrium systems, predicting the future changes of 
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the equilibria as a result of the changes in the governing sys-
tems. In addition, from a theoretical point of view, sensitivity 
properties of mathematical programming problems can provide new 
insight concerning the problems being studied and can sometime 
stimulate new ideas and techniques for solving them.sensitivity 
analysis for variational inequalities has been studied by Tobin 
[69], Kyparises [37], Dafermos [20], Qui and Magnanti [64], 
Brokate and Siddiqi [8] and Noor [54] by using different tech-
niques . 
Recently Chang and Huang [11] generalized implicit comple-
mentarity problem for multivalued mappings and gave an equivalent 
formulation of variational inequality which is called generalized 
multivalued variational inequality. 
In this chapter, we extend generalized multivalued comple-
mentarity problem and give an algorithm to find the approximate 
solution, which is more general than the algorithm of Chang and 
Huang [11], In Section 5.3, \;e study the sensitivity analysis 
of extended generalized multivalued variational inequality, by 
following the idea and techniques of Dafermos [20] which is 
based on the projection techniques. This technique has strong 
geometric flavour. 
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5.2. FORMULATION AND EXISTENCE THEORY ' 
Let H be a H i l b e r t s p a c e , whose i n n e r p roduc t and norm 
are denoted by ( . , . ) and | | . | | r e s p e c t i v e l y . Let K be a 
c losed convex cone i n H and K* be t h e p o l a r cone of K, 
t h a t i s 
K*= {u e H/(u,v) >^  0 , for a l l v e K}. 
I f D d H i s a subse t of H and g:D -»• H i s a s i n g l e -
valued map; T,A:D ->• 2 a r e m u l t i v a l u e d mappings. Then we con-
s i d e r t h e problem of f i n d i n g u e D, p e A(u ) , q e T(u) such 
t h a t 
g(u) e K, p+q e K*, (g(u) ,p+q) = 0 , (5 .2 .1 ) 
and we shall call it the generalized Qomptementarity problem. 
Special Cases: (i) If T,A:D •+ H are single-valued mappings, 
then problem (5.2.1) Is equivalent to find u e D such that 
g(u) e K, A(u)+T(u) e K*, (g (u) ,A(u)+T (u) ) = 0 (5.2.2) 
which is called the generalized implioit aomplementarity problem. 
(2) If T(u) = 0, then (5.2.2) is equivalent to find u e D 
such that 
g(u) e K, A(u) e K*, (g(u),A(u) ) = 0 (5.2.3) 
which is known as implioit aomplementarity problem^ considered 
and studied by Isac [30] [32] and Noor [57] recently. 
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(3) If g{u) = u e K, then (5.2.3) is equivalent to find 
u e K such that 
A{u) e K*, {u,A(u)) = 0 (5.2.4) 
which is known as complementarity problem studied by Karamardian 
[36] and Habitler and Price [2 9] . 
Now we shall prove a theorem which shows that the genera-
lized complementarity problem (5.2.1) is equivalent to the 
generalized variational inequality problem. 
THEOREM 5.2.1: If K <C g {D) <:Z H is a closed convex cone in H, 
then u £ D, p e A(u), q e T(u) is a solution of the generalized 
complementarity problem (5.2.1) if and only if u e D, p e A(u), 
q e T(u) satisfy the generalized variational inequality problem. 
g(u) e K, (g(v)-g(u) ,p+q) >^  0, for all g (v) £ K. (5.2.5) 
PROOF: Let u £ D, p e A(u), q £ T (u> be the solution of the 
problem (5.2.1), that is, 
g(u) E K, p+q £ K*, (g(u),p+q) >^  0, 
then for all g(v) £ K, we have 
(g(v)-g(u) ,p+q) = (g (v) ,p+q) - (g (u) ,p+q) 
= (g(v) ,p+q) >. 0, 
which shows that u* £ D, p £ A(u), q E T(u) satisfies the in-
equality (5.2.5). 
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Conversely suppose that u e D,,p e A(u), q e T{u) satisfy 
the inequality (5.2.5), Since g(u) e K and K CL g (D)C H is 
a convex cone, we know that 0 e K, 2g(u) e K, hence there exists 
an V e D such that 
2g(u) = g(v) . 
P u t t i n g g (v ) = 0 and g(v) = 2 g ( u ) i n i n e q u a l i t y ( 5 . 2 . 5 ) 
r e s p e c t i v e l y , we have 
(g(u) ,p+q) _< 0 ( 5 . 2 . 6 ) 
(g(u) ,p+qj >^  0 ( 5 . 2 . 7 ) 
Therefore, from (5.2.6) and (5.2.7), it follows that 
(g(u) ,p+q) - 0 
Next, we prove that p+q e K*. In fact, for any v e K C g(D) , 
there exists a w e D such that g(w) = v e K. It follows 
from (5.2.5) that 
0 _< (g(w)-g(u) ,p+q) = (g (w) ,p+q) - (g (u) ,p+q) 
= (g(w) ,p+q) 
= (V, p+q), 
which implies that (v, p+q) >^  0 ^  for all v e K and which shows 
that p+q e K* [By definition]. 
1 
This completes the proof of the Theorem, 
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LEMMA 5.2.1: Let DC. H be a subset, then u e D, p e A(u) , 
q e T(u) is a solution of the generalized variational inequality 
problem (5.2.5) if and only if u e D, p e A(u), q e T(u) satisfy 
the following relation. 
g(u) = Pj^[g(u)-p(p+q) ] 
where p > 0 is a constant and P is the projection of H on 
K 
K. 
PROOF: The proof is similar to the proof of Lemma 2.2 of 
Chaiig and Huang [11] . 
Now we give an algorithm to find the approximate solution 
of generalized complementarity problem. 
ALGORITHM 5.2.1: Let D C H be a subset g:D -»• H be a single 
valued mapping, T,A:D -> C(H) be two multi-valued mappings, where 
C(H) denote the family of all nonempty compact subsets of H. 
Let K o g { D ) a n be a closed convex cone. For any given 
u^ e D, take p^ e Alu^) , q^ e T (u^) and v^ = Pj^ [g (u^)-p (p^+q^) ] 
since K C g(D), we can choose u, e D such that 
g(u^) = w^ = PKf9(%)-P(Po+qo)1 
since q^ e '^ ^^ o^  ^ ^^ "^  ^^^ PQ £ A {u ) e C(H), by Nadler 
[58], there exists an q^  e T{u^) and p^ e A{Uj^ ) such that 
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l lPo-P lM ^ h (A(u^) , A(u^)) 
l l q o - q i l l < h (T{u^) , T(u^)) 
we can choose u- e D such t h a t 
g(U2) = W2= Pj^ [g(Uj^) -p(P j^+q^) ] 
By induction, we can obtain sequences ^^ n^'^ '^ n^'^  ^^^ ^^r? ^^ 
follows 
Pn ^ At^n^'llPn-Pn-flN -< h(A(u^) ,A(u^^,) ) 
^n ^ '^<V'Nqn-qn+lll ih(T(u^),T(u^^^)) 
g<^n+l>= ^n+1 = ^ K [^(^n^-ptPn+V^ 
n = 0,1,2,... (5.2.8) 
where p > 0 is a constant. 
If T:D -»• H and A:D -»• H are single-valued mappings, 
then from Algorithm 5.2.1, we can obtain the following: 
ALGORITHM 5.2.2: For a given u e D , we can obtain a sequence 
{u } as follows 
n 
5^"n+l^ " ^ K [g(u^)-p(A(u^)+T(u^)) ] n=0,l,2,... 
where p > 0 is a constant. 
If T 5 0, then from Algorithm 5.2..2, we have the following. 
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ALGORITHM 5.2.3: For a given u^ ^ e D, we can obtain a sequence 
(u } as follows 
n 
g(u^^^) = Pj^  [g(u^)-p A(u^)]; n = o,l,2,... 
where p > 0 is a constant. 
If g is an-identity mapping, then Algorithm 5.2.3 becomes 
ALGORITHM 5.2.4: For a given u e K, we can obtain a sequence 
as follows 
\i^+l = ^K^^n'P A(u^)], n = 0,1,2, 
where p > 0 is a constant. 
DEFINITION 5.2.1: Given a subset D C H, g:D -»• H, a single-
valued mapping and A:D •*• C(H) is a multi-valued mapping, we 
say that 
A is strongly monotone with respeot to g, if there exists 
a constant a > 0 such that 
2 (p-qfg(u)-g(v)) >_ a] |g(u)-g(v) I I , 
for all u,v e f) 
for all p e A(u) 
for all q e A(v). 
DEFINITION 5.2.2: Let D d H be a subset, g:D ^ H, a single-
valued mapping and T:D -*• C{H), a multivalued mapping, where C(H) 
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denotes the family of all nonempty compact subsets of H. 
We say that T is h-Lipsahitz continuous with respect to 
g, if there exists a constant v > 0 such that 
h(T(u) ,T(v) ) _< v| |g{u) -g(v) I I ^ for all u,v e D, 
where h(.,.) is the Hausdorff metric on C(H). 
Now we prove the existence of the solution of generalized 
complementarity problem and show that the approximate solution 
obtained by Algorithm 5.2.1 converges to the exact solution. 
THEOREM 5.2.2: Let D be a subset; g:D -> H/ A,T:D -»- C(H) and 
K <z g(D) O H be a closed convex cone. Suppose that A is 
strongly monotone~with respect to g and h-Lipschitz continuous 
with respect to g and T is h-Lipschitz continuous with respect 
to g. If 
2(a-v) 
0 < p < -^ 2~ ' P^ < 1/ ^ < ct. (5.2.9) 
6 -V 
where a and 3 are the strongly monotone and h-Lipschitz constants 
of A respectively and v is h-Lipschitz constant of T. 
Then there exist u e D, p e A(u), q e T(u), which are 
the solution of the generalized complementarity problem (5.2.1) 
and 
g(u^) ^ g(u) , (n -»- oc) 
p^ -> p(n -»• co)^  ^ n "*" ^ ^^ ^ °°^ ' 
: 75 : 
where {u }, {p } and {q } are the three sequences general!ted 
by the Algorithm 5.2.1. 
PROOF: From Algorithm 5.2.1 and the fact that the projection 
is nonexpansive, we have 
= I|PK [g(V-P<Pn^Vl 
-PK[g(%_i)-p(Pn-i+%-i)ni 
^ l|g(V-5<%-l)-P<Pn-Pn-lHI+ Pll^n-^-lll 
since A is strongly monotone with respect to g, we have 
||g(uJ-g(u^_l)-p(p^-P„_l)M2 
= llg(u^)-g(Un_i)ll^ + p^llPn-Pn-il'^ 
-2p(g(u^)-g(u^_l),P^-p^_^) 
< l|g(u^)-g(u^_i)||^-2pa||g(u^)-g(u^_^) M^ 
I 
^ p ' i i P „ - P „ - i i i ' 
since A is h-Lipschitz continuous with respect to g, from 
(5.2.8), we have 
IIPn-Pn-lll ^ h(A(u^),A(u^_^)) 
< 6| | g ( % ) - g < % - i ) 11 (5 .2 .10) 
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Therefore, 
||g{u^)-g(u^_^)-p(p^-p^_;L)M^ 
Further, since T is h-Lipschitz continuous with respect to g 
from 1(5.2.8), we have 
ll^n'^n-lll ^ h(T(u^),T(u^_^)) ^ v | | g (u^)-g (u^_^) | I (5.2.11) 
Therefore, we have 
I l^n+r"nl I '-^  6| l9<V-^<"n-l) I I = e| l^ n-^ 'n-ll ' (5.2.12) 
where 
e = /(l~2pa+p^B^) + pv < 1 'by (5.2.9) 
From (5.2.12), we know that {w } is a Cauchy secfuence in K. 
Letting w -^  w e K (n -> <») . Hence there exist an u £ D such 
that g(u) = w e K (V K C g(D)). By (5.2.10) and (5.2.11), we 
have 
IIPn-Pn-lil ie||g(u^)-g(u^_^)|| 
and I I q ~<3 -ill < v | | w -w ^ || I I^ n ^n-l'I — I I n n-1' ' 
I 
This implies that .{p } and (q } are also Cauchy sequences in H. 
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Let p ->• p (n -> «) and q ->• q (n -^- «») and let 
w' = Pj^  [g(u)-p(p+q) ] 
It follows from (5'.2.8) and the fact that the projection is 
non-expansive, that 
< l|g(u^)-g(u)|| + PIIP^-PII +P||q^-q|| 
< ||g(u^)-g(u)|| +P6||g(u^)-g(u)11+ p||q^-ql| 
* 
which implies that w = w', that is 
g(u) = Pj^[g(u)-p{p+q) ] (5.2.13) 
Next we prove that p e A(u), q e T(u). In fact, we have 
d(p, A(u)) <_ I I P - P ^ M + d(Pn' ^<")) 
^ I|p-PnlI + h(A(u^),A(u)) 
< ||p-Pnll + 6||g(u^)-g(u) | | 
^ 6||w-w^|1+ 6|lw^-w|I = 0 
where d ( p , A ( u ) ) = i n f { | | p - z | | : z e A ( u ) } , 
But from t h e above i n e q u a l i t y 
d ( p , A ( u ) ) = 0 ==> p e A(u) . 
'-X^' ''' 
J ACC \ 
V ^T<4377 
•• 'W^' Uaiveibi^ii*^' • . . / ' 
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Similarly, we have q e T(u). 
By Theorem 5.2.1 and Lemma 5.2.1 and (5.2.13); u e D, 
p e A(u), q e T(u) are the solution of the generalized comple-
mentarity problem (5.2.1) and, 
g{u^) ^ g(u) (n -> «») 
p -> p (n ^ 0°) 
q -> q (n -»•«=) . 
n 
This completes thg proof. 
« 
5.3. SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS 
In this section we study the sensitivity analysis of the 
generalized variational inequality of the type (5.2.5). To for-
mulate the problem, let M be an open subset of H in which 
the parameter X takes values and assume that {K,:X e M} is a 
family of closed convex subsets of H. The parametria generalized 
variational inequality is to find u e D, (p, X) e A(u,X), 
(q,A) e T(u,A) such that 
g(u) e K^ and (g (v)-g (u) , (p. A) - (q. A) ) >. 0^  
for all g(v) e K ^^  (5.3.1) 
where A(u,A) and T(u,A) are multivalued mappings, which are 
defined on the set of (u,A) with A e M. We also assume that for 
for some A e M, the problem (5.3.1) admits a solution u. 
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We want to investigate those conditions under which, for 
each X in a neighbourhood of X , the problem (5.3.1) has a unique 
solution u(X) near u and the function u(X) is continuous 
and differentiable. We assume that B is the closure of a ball 
in H centered at u. 
We need the following conepts: 
DEFINITION 5.3.1: The single-valued operator A(u,A) defined 
on B X M is said to be locally, for all X e M; u,v e B; 
(i) * Strongly monotone^ if there exists a constant a > 0 such 
that 
2 
{A(u,X)-A(v, X) ,u-v) >^  a| |u-v| I 
( i i ) Lipsohitz oontinuoue, i f t h e r e e x i s t s a c o n s t a n t g > 0 
such t h a t 
I |A(u,X)-A(v,X) i I _5 6| Iu -v | I 
In particular, it follows that a _< 3. 
DEFINITION 5.3.2: A multivalued mapping T(u,X) defined on 
B X M to C(H) is said to be locally h-Lipsohitz aontinuoua^ if 
there exists a constant v > 0 such that 
h(T{u,X) ,T(v,X)) _< v| |u-v| I 
for a]„l u,v e B, where h(.,.) is the Hausdorff metric on C{H). 
: 80 : 
DEFINITION 5.3.3: A multivalued mapping A(u,A) defined on B x M 
to C{H) is said to be locally strongly monotone^ if there exist 
a constant a > 0 such that 
{(Pl,X)-(P2'^)'U-v) 2ia||u-v|| 
for all u,v e B, (p-,^ ,X) e A(u,X) and {^^'^^ ^ A(v,X). 
From Lemma (5.2.1), we conclude that the problem (5.3.1) 
can be transformed to a fixed point problem of the map. 
F(u,A) = u-g(u)+P„ [g(u)-p((p X) + (q,X))] (5.3.2) 
for all X e M, p > 0 is a constant, where P is the projection 
•^x 
of H on the family of closed convex sets K,. 
Since we are interested in the case, when the solution of 
the problem (5.3.1) lies in the interior of B, so we consider 
the map F*(u,X) defined by 
F*(u,X) = u-g(u)+Pj^ p^g[g(u)-p((p,A) + (q,X)) ] (5.3.3) 
A 
for all (u,X) e B X M. 
We have to show that the map F*(u,X) has a fixed point, 
which by (5.3.2) is also a solution of (5.3.1). First of all 
we prove that the map F*(u,X) is a contraction map with respect 
to u, uniformly in A e M, by using locally strongly monotonicity 
and locally h-Lipschitz continuity of the operator A(u,X), 
: 81 : 
l o c a l l y s t r o n g l y m o n o t o n i c i t y and L i p s c h i t z c o n t i n u i t y o f g (u ) 
and l o c a l l y h - L i p s c h i t z c o n t i n u i t y of T ( u , A ) . 
JJEMMA 5 . 3 . 1 : For a l l ^it^n ^ ^ ^""^ A e M, we h a v e 
I | F * ( u ^ , A ) - F * { u 2 , A ) I I J e | | u^ -U2l I 
where 9 = K + pv + / l ]^2pa+p^6^ f o r v ( l - K ) < a , K < 1^ 
a > v ( l - K ) + / ( 6 ^ - v ^ ) K ( 2 - K ) and 
a + v ( K - l ) / ( a + v ( K - l ) ^ - { 3 ^ - v ^ ) K ( 2 - K ) ) 
P - 2 2 ' 2 2 
w i t h K = 2/U-2C+a^) 
PROOF: Using (5.3.3), we have 
I |F*(U3^,A)-F*(U2,A) I I = I I {u^-g(u^)+Pj^ [g (u^ )-p((p^ , A) + (q^, A) ) ] } 
A 
- {u2-g(u2)+Pj^ [g(u2)-p{(P2/A) + (q2,A)) ] }| I 
A 
and using the fact that the projection .operator is nonexpansive 
we have 
||F*(u^,A)-F*(u2,A)II ^ 2||u^-U2-(g(u^)-g(u2))|| 
+ I |u^-U2-p((p^,A)-(p2,A)) I I 
+ P| I {qi,A)-(q2,A) I I 
: 82 : 
Now, the operator g(u) is both locally strongly monotone and 
Lipschitz continuous and the operator A(u,A) is locally strongly 
monotone and locally h-Lipschitz continuous, so by the method of 
Noor [55] . 
llu^-U2-{g(Ui)-g(u2))ll^ = | lu^-U2 1 |^ +1 jg (u^)-g{u2) 1 I ^  
-2 (Uj^ -U2fg(u^ ) -g(u2)) 
_<Mu^-U2||^a2||u^-U2l|^ -2? | | u^-U2 | | ^  
= (1-2^+a^)I|u^-U2!1^ (5.3.4) 
where a and ^ are the Lipschitz constant and strongly monotone 
constant of g(u) respectively, and 
I |uj^ -U2-p( (P^,X)-(P2,X))| I 
= ||u^-U2l l^ +P^ II (Pi,X)-(p2,A) 11^ 
- 2p(u^-U2, (p-j^ ,X)-(P2f X) ) 
I I (P^,X)-(P2,A) I I _<h(A(u^,X), A(U2,X)) 
• _< BIIUJ-U2II 
(u^-U2,(P;^,A)-(p2,A)) 2 a||u^-U2l|^ 
.\ I |u^-U2-p((p^,X)-(p2,X)) I |2 
-< lhl-"2ll^-^P^6^ll^r"2ll^-2P«MV^2M^ 
= (l-2pa+p2B2),|^^_^^||2 ^^^^^^^ 
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where B and a are locally h-Lipschitz continuous constant and 
locally strongly monotone constant of A(u,X) respectively. 
I I (qif^)-(q2'^H I < h(T(u^,X),T{u2,A)) 
' _< vj |uj,-U2l 1 (5.3.6) 
since T(u,X) is locally h-Lipschitz continuous. 
Using (5.3.4) to (5.3.6), we have 
I |F*(u^,X)-F*(u2,X) 1 I _< e| |u^-U2l I 
where 6 = K +pv + ,/('i-2pa+p 6^ ) with K = 2/(1-2^+0 ) 
Now, using the techniques of Noor [56], one can show that 
e < 1^from which it follows that the map F*(u,X) defined by 
t5.3.3) is a contraction map. 
REMARK 5.3.1: From Lemma (5.3.1), it is clear that the map 
F*(u,X) defined by (5.3.3) has a unique fixed point u(X) that 
is u(X) = F*(u,X). We also know that by assumption, the func-
tion u, for X = X is solution of the parametric generalized 
variational inequality problem (5.3.1). We see that u is a 
fixed point of F*(u,X) and it is also a fixed point of F*(u,"X), 
consequently we have u(X) = u = F*(u(X),X). 
We now show that the solution u(X) of the problem (5.3.1) 
is continuous (Lipschitz continuous). 
: 84 : 
LEMMA 5.3.2: If the multivalued operators T(u,A), A(u,A), the 
single valued operator g(u) and the map 
X -^  Pj^  f^3[g(u)-p((p,A)+(q,X)) ] 
A 
are continuous (Lipschitz continuous), then the solution u(A) 
of (5.3.1) is continuous (Lipschitz continuous) at A = A. 
PROOF: Fix A e M, Then using the triangle inequality and Lemma 
(5.3.1), we have 
I |u(A)-u-(A) I I = I |F*(u(A),A)-F*(u(A) ,A) I I 
+ I |F*(u(A) ,A)-F*(u(A),A) | | 
_< e| |u(A)-u(A) I I 
+ I |F*(u(A) ,A)-F*(u(A) ,A) I I (5.3.7) 
From (5.3.3), and the fact that the projection map is nonexpan-
sive, we have 
I |F*(u(A),A)-F*(u(A),A) II = I |Pj^  ^ B[g(u(A))-p((p(A),A) + (q(A),A)) ] 
A 
A 
J p|| (p(A),A)-(p(A),A) I | + p|| (g(A,A)-(q(A),A) | | 
"^' '^ K nBl^^^^^>)"P<<P<^) ,A) + (a(A),A)) ] 
- Pv ^„f^^"^^))-P<<P<^^^) + (q(A),A))]|| 
K^ f-nB 
(5.3.8) 
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Now, from Remark 5.3.1 and combining (5.3.7), (5.3.8), we have 
l|u(X)-u|| J j ^ I |(p(A),X)-(p(A),X) I I 
A 
- Pj^_^B[g(u)-p((p(X),A)+(q(X),X))]| I 
From which the required result follows: 
Using the techniques of Dafermos [20], we can show that 
there exist a neighbourhood N C M of X such that for A e N, 
u(X) is the unique solution of problem (5.3.1) in the interior 
of B. 
Combining the above results we arrive at the following: 
« 
THEOREM 5.3.1: Let u be the solution of the parametric genera-
lized variational inequality problem (5.3.1) at A = A, the multi-
valued mapping T(u,X) be locally h-Lipschitz continuous and the 
multivalued mapping A(u,A) is locally strongly monotone and 
locally h-Lipschitz continuous, the map g(u) be locally strongly 
monotone and Lipschitz continuous. 
: 86 : 
Suppose that T(u,A)f A(u,A), g(u) and the map 
A -»- P„ ^ o[g(u)-p ( (p, A)+(q, A) ) ] are continuous (Lipschitz conti-K^nB 
nous) at A = A, then there exists a neighbourhood N c: M of A 
such that for A e N, the problem (5.3.1)' has a unique solution 
u{A) in the interior of B, u(A) = u and u(A) are continuous 
(Lipschitz continuous) at A = A. 
REMARK 5.3.2: The function u(A) as defined in Theorem 5.3.1 
is continuously differentiable on some neighbourhood N of A. 
For this see Dafermos [20]. 
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